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SUMMARY
In this paper arguments and evidence are presented showing that New Zealand’s national
literacy strategy has failed, why it has failed, and what can be done to overcome the problem.
The paper begins with a summary of the key reports, reviews, and government policy
initiatives that have occurred over the past 15 years to indicate the levels of concern that
educators and policy makers have expressed regarding the persistently large inequities in
literacy achievement outcomes.
New Zealand’s relatively “long tail” of literacy underachievement was a major concern for
educators and policy makers that grew during the 1990s. In response to these growing
concerns, the Government established a Literacy Taskforce to provide recommendations
aimed at raising the literacy achievement of all students but with particular attention given to
“closing the gap between the lowest and highest students” (Ministry of Education, 1999b, p.
7).
The recommendations of the Taskforce constituted the national literacy strategy for reducing
the large disparity in reading achievement outcomes between good and poor readers. The
Ministry of Education (MoE) was given the responsibility of implementing the
recommendations of the Taskforce.
More recently, in December 2011, the MoE’s Briefing to the Incoming Minister (Ministry of
Education, 2011) stated that:
… the gap between our high performing and low performing students remains one of
the widest in the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
These low performing students are likely to be Māori or Pasifika and/or from low
socio-economic communities. Disparities in education appear early and persist
throughout learning. (p. 8)
Based on these findings the Briefing concluded that, “The greatest challenge facing the
schooling sector is producing equitable outcomes for students” (p. 23).
The key question arising from the summary of policy initiatives and government reports on
literacy achievement over the past 15 years is this:
Why have concerns expressed by policy makers, teachers’ unions, and legislative
bodies regarding New Zealand’s relatively large literacy achievement gap
continued for such a long period of time? The answer is that New Zealand’s
national literacy strategy is simply not working.
The remainder of the paper is divided into three sections. The first section presents findings
showing that New Zealand’s national literacy strategy has failed. The second section presents
arguments and evidence regarding the major factors responsible for the persistence of New
Zealand’s wide gap in literacy achievement, and for why the gap has not diminished over the
past 15 years despite major efforts by the MoE to address the problem. The third section
reviews research on the most effective strategies for reducing the literacy achievement gap.
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Evidence that New Zealand’s National Literacy Strategy has Failed
Evidence that New Zealand’s national literacy strategy has failed is demonstrated in two
recently released reports: The Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) 2011
report (Mullis, Martin, Foy, & Drucker, 2012), and the latest annual monitoring report of
Reading Recovery (RR) data in New Zealand, which includes trend data for the past 10 years
(Lee, 2011).
PIRLS 2011
The PIRLS focuses on the achievement and literacy learning experiences of children from
countries throughout the world in grades equivalent to Year 5 in New Zealand. It is a 5-year
cycle of assessments that was first administered in 2001, then in 2005/2006, and again in
2010/2011. It includes a state-of-the-art test of reading comprehension that was designed to
assess two aspects of reading literacy: purposes of reading and processes of comprehension.
The PIRLS 2011 results show that attempts by the Ministry of Education to reduce the large
disparity between good and poor readers have failed, despite a decade of policies and
resources aimed at closing the gap. Virtually no changes in educational outcomes have
occurred.
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

The average reading achievement score for New Zealand in the PIRLS 2011 study
was not significantly different from either the PIRLS 2001 or 2006 studies (see Table
1).
The number of countries that significantly outperformed New Zealand exceeded the
number of countries that New Zealand significantly outperformed (as occurred in the
PIRLS 2006 study).
Of the six English-speaking comparison counties, all but one significantly
outperformed New Zealand.
Trend data revealed that, although there were more increases than decreases in mean
reading achievement scores across countries from 2001 to 2011, New Zealand showed
no significant increases in reading performance.
The standard deviation (variation in scores) and range (between the 5th and 95th
percentiles) for New Zealand’s reading scores were almost unchanged from the
PIRLS 2001 and 2006 studies and exceeded the values of most other countries,
including those of the six English-speaking comparison countries.
The large differences in reading achievement scores between Pākehā/European and
Māori/Pasifika students have also not changed over the past decade (see Table 2).
There were no significant changes from the PIRLS 2001 or 2006 results in either the
relatively high percentage of New Zealand students who performed at the advanced
international benchmark or the relatively high percentage of students who failed to
reach the low international benchmark, despite a general improvement across other
countries in the percentages of students reaching international benchmarks from 2001
to 2011.

Reading Recovery 2011
Regarding RR, if the programme had been successful in achieving its goal of substantially
reducing the number of children who develop ongoing reading difficulties, then the large gap
in reading performance consistently observed between good and poor readers since the 1991
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international study of literacy achievement by the International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (Elley, 1992) should have steadily decreased after
RR was introduced throughout the country in the mid-1980s. This has not been the case.
Data from RR annual monitoring reports and other sources indicate that RR has had
little or no impact on reducing New Zealand’s relatively large literacy achievement gap.
The reason is that the RR programme is of limited benefit to those students who need help the
most, especially Māori/Pasifika students and students from low-income backgrounds. The
data show that RR is less accessible to Māori and Pasifika students and students from lowincome backgrounds, probably because of RR’s relative ineffectiveness for these students.
Also, a significant number of the lowest performing 6-year-olds are excluded from RR
because they are considered unlikely to benefit from the programme, or they are withdrawn
early because RR teachers could not bring them up to the expected rates of progress.
Māori and Pasifika students and students from low-income backgrounds are less likely to be
successfully discontinued from RR and more likely to be referred on for specialist help, even
though they generally receive extra lessons and spend more time in the programme than
Pākehā students.
Students who enter RR with relatively high scores on the assessment measures of RR are
much more likely to benefit from RR than students with relatively low scores. This finding
adds to the evidence that RR generally does not work well for students who are most at risk
for failing to learn to read.
Finally, research indicates that positive maintenance effects for the majority of successfully
discontinued RR students are modest or non-existent. For these reasons RR has had little or
no impact on reducing New Zealand’s relatively large literacy achievement gap.
Why has New Zealand’s National Literacy Strategy Failed?
Three factors have contributed to the failure of New Zealand’s national literacy strategy:
•
•
•

a constructivist orientation toward literacy education,
the failure to respond adequately to differences in literate cultural capital at school
entry, and
restrictive policies regarding the first year of literacy teaching.

Pedagogical constructivism in literacy education
New Zealand has followed a predominantly constructivist approach to literacy education for
the past 25 years. In this approach literacy learning is largely seen as the by-product of active
mental engagement. There is little or no explicit, systematic teaching of phonemic awareness
(the ability to reflect on and manipulate the phonemic segments of spoken words) and
alphabetic coding skills (the ability to translate letters and letter patterns into phonological
forms). Yet, both phonemic awareness and alphabetic coding skills are essential for learning
to read successfully.
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Underpinning the constructivist approach to literacy teaching is the “multiple cues” theory of
reading (sometimes called the “searchlights” model). According to this view, skilled reading
is a process in which minimal word-level information is used to confirm predictions about the
upcoming words of text based on multiple sources of information (Clay, 1991). Learning to
read is seen largely as a process in which children learn to use multiple cues in identifying
words in text. Text-based cues (i.e., picture cues, sentence context cues, preceding passage
context, prior knowledge activated by the text) are used by students to predict the text yet to
be encountered. Letter-sound information is generally used only to confirm word predictions
or guesses and for self-correction (Clay, 1998).
The scientific community has firmly rejected the constructivist/multiple cues model of
reading (Pressley, 2006). The major shortcoming of the multiple cues approach is that it
stresses the importance of using information from many sources in identifying unfamiliar
words in text without recognizing that skills and strategies involving phonological
information are of primary importance in beginning literacy development.
Research indicates that for progress to occur in learning to read, the beginning reader must
acquire the ability to translate letters and letter patterns into phonological forms (Ehri,
2005; Snow & Juel, 2005; Tunmer & Nicolson, 2011). To discover mappings between
spelling patterns and sound patterns, children must also be able to segment spoken words into
subcomponents. A large body of research shows that explicit, systematic attention to
alphabetic coding skills in early reading instruction is more effective than non-systematic or
no phonics instruction that characterize constructivist approaches (Brady, 2011; Hattie, 2009;
Snow & Juel, 2005; Tunmer & Arrow, 2013).
RR is also based on the multiple cues theory of reading. In RR lessons particular emphasis is
placed on reading strategies that involve children developing the flexible use of multiple cues
to detect and correct errors while reading text (Clay, 2005a, b). Although there are serious
shortcomings and much needed improvements in several aspects of RR, the most serious
shortcoming concerns the differential effectiveness of the program.
The programme is beneficial for some struggling readers but not others, especially those
struggling readers who need help the most. Research indicates that for these children, more
intensive and systematic instruction in phonemic awareness and phonemically-based
decoding skills is needed than what is normally provided in RR lessons (Chapman, Tunmer,
& Prochnow, 2001; Church, 2005; Iversen, Tunmer, & Chapman, 2005).
Based on such findings, the Literacy Experts Group (Ministry of Education, 1999a) that
advised the Literacy Taskforce (Ministry of Education, 1999b) included in its report the
following unanimously agreed upon recommendation:
We recommend that Reading Recovery places greater emphasis on explicit instruction
in phonological awareness and the use of spelling-to-sound patterns in identifying
unfamiliar words in text (p. 6).
This recommendation was rejected by the Literacy Taskforce.
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Literate cultural capital, Matthew effects in reading achievement, and PIRLS 2011
For the past 20 years New Zealand has consistently shown comparatively high levels of
variability in the test scores from international surveys of reading achievement. We have
argued that New Zealand’s relatively wide spread of scores is largely the result of Matthew
(rich-get-richer and poor-get-poorer) effects (Stanovich, 1986). These Matthew effects are
triggered by a predominantly constructivist, multiple cues approach to reading instruction and
intervention that fails to respond adequately to differences in literate cultural capital at school
entry (Tunmer, Chapman, & Prochnow, 2003). Literate cultural capital is a generic term
referring to literacy-related knowledge and abilities at school entry that come from activities
in the home environment that support early literacy development (Tunmer & Nicholson,
2011).
Children who do not have sufficient levels of essential reading-related skills when they start
formal reading instruction (and who are not provided with supplementary instruction to
develop these competencies, especially phonological awareness) are forced to rely
increasingly on ineffective word identification strategies. Continued reliance on ineffective
strategies, such as picture cues, partial visual cues, and contextual guessing, inevitably leads
to literacy learning difficulties (Pressley, 2006). Because of their ineffective word
identification skills, these children not only receive less practice in reading but eventually
come across reading materials that are too difficult for them. This often results in avoidance
of reading, poor attention in class, low expectations of success, and withdrawal from
literacy learning tasks (i.e., negative Matthew effects).
Reliance on these poor word identification strategies is exacerbated by the multiple cues
approach to teaching reading because emphasis is placed on encouraging beginning readers to
use text-based cues (i.e., semantic-contextual and syntactic-contextual cues). Not enough
attention is given to the development of phonemically-based word-level skills and strategies
that are essential for success in learning to read. Lack of attention to these word-level skills is
a significant disadvantage for those children who are less able to discover letter-sound
patterns as a by-product of more general reading (Torgesen, 2004).
There is further evidence that New Zealand’s large literacy achievement gap can be explained
in terms of literate cultural capital and a constructivist orientation toward literacy education.
Research indicates that:
•
•

•

•

children enter school with large individual differences in the skills and competencies
(i.e., literate cultural capital) important in learning to read;
children from low-income and/or culturally diverse backgrounds on average begin
school with considerably lower levels of literate cultural capital than middle-class
children;
children who possess higher levels of literate cultural capital at the beginning of
school generally profit more from literacy instruction, learn to read sooner, and read
better than those who do not;
according to data from the PIRLS 2001, 2006, and 2011 studies, differences in literate
cultural capital at the beginning of school are associated with larger differences in
future reading achievement in New Zealand than in most other countries.

Given these findings, the challenge for policy makers in the MoE is to develop an
approach to literacy education in which the new entrant with limited literate cultural
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capital has approximately the same chance of success in learning to read as the new
entrant with an abundance of literate cultural capital.
Restrictive policies regarding the first year of literacy teaching
New Zealand educators and policy makers are very resistant to providing beginning readers
with assessment and explicit instruction in skills that are essential for reading development
(e.g., phonological awareness, alphabetic coding skills), especially during the first year of
schooling when instruction in these skills would be most effective. This resistance stems from
three sources.
Reading Recovery. The first formal assessment of literacy skills in New Zealand occurs at the
end of the child’s first year of schooling with the use of the Observation Survey developed by
Clay (1998). Clay (2005a) argued that this in-depth assessment should not occur until the end
of the child’s first year of formal instruction because “the child should be given sufficient
time to adjust to the school situation and a variety of opportunities to pay attention to literacy
activities” (p. 12). However, research has shown that a more effective strategy for improving
reading among struggling readers is to intervene at an earlier point (Lonigan & Phillips,
2012). Wagner (2008) argued against a “wait-to-fail” approach to reading intervention.
Instead, new entrants should receive an initial evaluation consisting of measures of emergent
literacy skills that are known to be important in early literacy development (e.g., phonological
awareness, print awareness). Supplementary instruction in these skills would then be given to
those children who needed it.
Constrained Skills Theory (CST). Constrained skills include phonological awareness,
alphabetic coding skills, and reading fluency (i.e., automaticity in word recognition). Skilled
readers ultimately master these skills completely and in a relatively short period of time. In
contrast, unconstrained skills develop more slowly and are never completely mastered, as
they continue to develop over the course of a lifetime. Unconstrained skills include
vocabulary and comprehension skills.
Although not explicitly stated, the MoE appears to be using the distinction between
constrained and unconstrained skills to avoid including in the national literacy standards an
assessment of the core skills that underlie the development of literacy (Greaney & Tunmer,
2010). Instead, the literacy standards document focuses largely on describing sets of
comprehension-enhancing strategies that students should be able to demonstrate at each year
level. Teachers are not required or encouraged to undertake systematic assessments of
constrained skills at any point during the primary school years. The Observation Survey
(Clay, 1998) administered to children after they have completed a year of formal schooling
does not include measures of phonological awareness, alphabetic coding skills, or reading
fluency.
The MoE has highlighted a quote from Paris (2005) relating to constrained and unconstrained
skills in providing the theoretical basis for national literacy standards. But the MoE needs to
consider more carefully what Paris (2005) actually said about constrained skills. He stated
that beginning readers “need to be instructed on those skills early and persistently by teachers
and parents. Constrained skills must be mastered” (p. 199, emphasis added). Paris further said
that “constrained skills need to be mastered because they are necessary but not sufficient for
other reading skills. They enable automatic decoding, deployment of attention, and
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application of comprehension strategies so they set the stage for reading development” (p.
200, emphasis added).
These comments by Paris (2005) strongly suggest that the MoE needs to place much
greater emphasis on the assessment and teaching of constrained skills (i.e., phonological
awareness, alphabetic coding skills, automaticity in word recognition) during the first
year of formal schooling.
Culturally responsive instruction. Another source of the strong resistance to early skills-based
teaching is the assumption that this approach to reducing the large inequities in achievement
outcomes in literacy education is based on “deficit theory” that “pathologizes” children from
low-income, culturally diverse backgrounds, and is antithetical to culturally responsive
instruction (Berryman & Bishop, 2011; Fayden, 2005; Harris, 2009). Harris, for example,
stated that words such as gap, underachievement, disparity, and at-risk “signal perceived
deficiencies” (p. 12).
The views expressed by Harris (2009) and others appear to question the overwhelming
research evidence that learning to read is a developmental process that takes place over time,
involves qualitatively different (but perhaps overlapping) phases, and may break down at
different points due to the failure to acquire the core skills that underlie the development of
literacy (Ehri, 2005; Pressley, 2006; Snow & Juel, 2005; Tunmer & Nicolson, 2011).
The literacy learning needs of children necessarily vary because they differ in: (i) the amount
of reading-related knowledge, skills, and experiences (i.e., literate cultural capital) they bring
to the classroom; (ii) the explicitness and intensity of instruction they require to learn skills
and strategies for identifying words and comprehending text, and; (iii) their location along the
developmental progression from pre-reader to skilled reader. It is better to talk in terms of
the specific learning needs of students, not deficiencies.
Teachers can be effective in reducing the gap in literacy achievement if they address the
specific needs of children struggling to learn to read. Teachers can do this regardless of the
cultural group or social class to which children belong. There is no evidence that explicit
instruction in essential reading-related skills (i.e., constrained skills) cannot be done in a
culturally sensitive and responsive manner. Teachers should certainly adjust their teaching to
support students’ identities, while at the same time holding the same expectations and
standards of achievement for students of diverse backgrounds as for those from the dominant
culture.
What can be done to Overcome the Failure of New Zealand’s National Literacy
Strategy?
Little or no progress has been made in reducing the literacy achievement gap because
the constructivist/multiple cues model of reading adopted by the MoE as the theoretical
basis for its approach to literacy teaching and intervention is fundamentally flawed.
The strategies for reducing the large inequities in achievement outcomes in New Zealand
literacy education are to:
1. Make fundamental changes to regular classroom literacy instruction.
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2. Replace RR with an alternative intervention programme that is specifically designed
to target those struggling readers who need help the most.
Classroom literacy instruction
To reduce the unacceptably large gap in literacy achievement in New Zealand, classroom
literacy instruction will need to change to reduce the influence of differences in literate
cultural capital at school entry on future reading achievement. The most effective strategy for
reducing the literacy achievement gap is to use differentiated instruction from the outset of
formal schooling that takes into account interactions between school entry reading-related
skills (high vs. low literate cultural capital) and method of teaching reading (constructivist vs.
explicit approaches).
For some beginning readers, the processes of acquiring literacy skills are highly learner
dependent. These children seem to grasp the idea of what is required to discover orthographic
patterns after having had only a small amount of phonologically-based skills and strategies
explicitly taught to them.
In contrast, for other children the learning processes are more environment dependent. These
children require a fairly structured and teacher-supported introduction to reading (Snow &
Juel, 2005).
Research indicates that these differences in literacy learning processes depend largely on the
amount of literate cultural capital that children possess at school entry. Learner-dependent
children have higher levels of essential reading-related knowledge, skills, and experiences,
and environment-dependent children have more limited amounts (Juel & Minden-Cupp,
2000).
A predominantly constructivist, book experience approach to reading instruction with a major
emphasis on reading books, writing text, and some incidental teaching of word analysis skills
during reading and writing activities is therefore likely to be more suitable for learnerdependent children than heavy code-emphasis approaches.
However, environment-dependent children will almost certainly benefit more from beginning
reading instruction that includes explicit, systematic teaching of phonological awareness and
alphabetic coding skills outside the context of reading text in combination with plenty of
opportunities to practice and receive feedback on using these skills during text reading.
In support of these claims, Connor, Morrison, and Katch (2004) found that children who
began first grade with below-average reading-related skills made larger reading gains in
classrooms that provided greater amounts of teacher-managed, code-focused instruction
throughout the year than in classrooms that provided greater amounts of child-managed,
meaning-focused instruction. In contrast, for children with high levels of reading-related
skills at school entry, greater growth in reading was achieved in classrooms that provided
lesser amounts of teacher-managed, code-focused instruction and greater amounts of childmanaged, meaning focused instruction.
Of particular importance was the finding that when student characteristics were appropriately
matched with instructional approach, the improvement in end of year reading scores resulting
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from good fitting instructional patterns varied greatly between children with high and low
levels of literate cultural capital at the beginning of first grade.
For high literate cultural capital children, better fitting instructional patterns (i.e., childmanaged, meaning focused instruction) resulted in about half a grade equivalent gain in end
of year reading scores over less effective instructional patterns.
However, for low literate cultural capital children, better fitting instructional patterns (i.e.,
teacher managed, code-focused instruction) resulted in a difference of more than two full
grade equivalents in end of year reading scores compared with poorly fitting instructional
patterns.
These findings have particular significance for literacy education in New Zealand. The
relatively high level of disparity in reading achievement outcomes among New Zealand
readers can be explained in terms of a largely unidimensional, constructivist approach to
literacy teaching that produces poorly fitting instructional patterns for students with limited
amounts of literate cultural capital at the beginning of school.
The results of the Connor et al. (2004) study indicate that instructional strategies that may be
effective with some students may be less effective for other students with different skills. In
support of this claim, Connor et al. (2009) reported that children in first-grade classrooms that
individualized reading instruction by taking into account child-by-instruction interactions
made greater gains in reading achievement than children in classrooms that did not have
individualized programs.
Reading Recovery
The RR programme is currently overseen by the Marie Clay Literacy Trust, which is
responsible for the copyright of all RR materials and the RR trademark. No changes in the
materials or procedures of RR can therefore be made without approval of the trustees. This
makes it virtually impossible for school systems or countries (including New Zealand) to
make changes to the RR programme based on recent research or to conduct independent
studies investigating ways of modifying the programme to improve outcomes and/or cost
effectiveness.
In a study of RR, McDowall, Boyd, Hogden, and van Vliet (2005) found that RR was less
beneficial for Māori and Pasifika students than for other students. Problems associated with
the benefits of RR for Māori and Pasifika were generally attributed to implementation,
resourcing, family/cultural factors, and inappropriate textual materials but not to the
programme itself.
McDowall et al. overlooked the fundamental problem with RR, which is that it is based on
the multiple cues theory of reading, a model of reading that was rejected by the scientific
community over three decades ago (e.g., Stanovich, 1980). As Church (2005) noted, RR “was
designed in the 1970s prior to most of the modern research into how children learn to read.
Not surprisingly, therefore, it lacks a number of elements which have been found by research
to be essential in teaching low achieving children how to read” (p. 13).
As part of the effort to overcome the failure of New Zealand’s national literacy strategy,
RR needs to be replaced with an intervention programme that is based on
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contemporary theory and research on reading intervention and targets children who
are most at risk of failing to learn to read.
Conclusions
The constructivist/multiple cues model of reading adopted by the Ministry of Education as
the theoretical basis for its approach to literacy teaching and intervention is fundamentally
flawed. As a consequence, little or no progress has been made in reducing New
Zealand’s unacceptably large inequities in literacy achievement outcomes.
This claim is supported by the PIRLS 2011 results which show that virtually no changes in
educational outcomes have occurred over the past decade. The mean reading achievement
score for New Zealand in the PIRLS 2011 study was not significantly different from the
PIRLS 2001 or 2006 studies, and the wide distribution of New Zealand’s reading scores was
almost unchanged from the PIRLS 2001 and 2006 studies. This wide distribution, manifest in
the “long tail” of low scores, continues to be greater than most other countries.
Analyses of Reading Recovery data from annual monitoring reports indicated that RR has
had little or no impact on reducing New Zealand’s relatively large literacy achievement gap
because the programme is of limited benefit to those children who need help the most,
especially Māori/Pasifika students and students from low-income backgrounds. In addition,
research indicates that positive maintenance effects for the majority of those students who are
successfully discontinued from the RR programme, are modest or non-existent.
The arguments and evidence presented in this study should not be taken as suggesting that
New Zealand teachers are responsible for the failure of the national literacy strategy. Data
from the PIRLS 2011 study indicate that New Zealand teachers are well above the
international average in level of formal education and availability of school resources for
teaching reading.
Rather, the failure is largely the result of the misguided policy decisions of the Ministry
of Education over the past 15 years. Doing the same thing (in terms of literacy
instruction) with more resources, will only lead to the same, unacceptable results.
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INTRODUCTION
Is the New Zealand approach to literacy education as successful as often claimed? For
example, Smith and Elley (1997), two leading New Zealand literacy educators, noted that
“expert commentators from other countries have been fulsome in their praise of our reading
programmes, our reading teachers, our reading materials and our Reading Recovery
methods” (p. 110). They further stated that “our methods of teaching . . . are all spreading to
other parts of the world” and that, “It is no wonder that New Zealand is held up as the country
whose reading programmes are ‘best in the world’ (Newsweek, 1991)” (p. 110). More
recently, in a report on the New Zealand education system from the Center on International
Education Benchmarking (2012), reference was made to “New Zealand’s world-class work in
the field of reading instruction,” work which has “paid off handsomely” (p. 5).
In this paper we question these widely held assumptions. We begin by presenting a brief
summary of the key reports, reviews, and government policy initiatives that have occurred
since the publication of Smith and Elley’s (1997) influential book describing New Zealand’s
approach to teaching reading. We then present arguments and evidence indicating that New
Zealand’s national literacy strategy has failed, why it has failed, and what can be done to
solve the problem.
LITERACY REPORTS, REVIEWS, AND GOVERNMENT POLICY INITIATIVES
For the past 15 years the New Zealand government has initiated major efforts to reduce the
relatively large inequities in achievement outcomes in literacy education. One of the first
studies to draw attention to the relatively high levels of disparity between good and poor
readers in New Zealand schools was the international study of literacy achievement carried
out in 1991 by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement
(IEA). The results showed that New Zealand had the largest spread of scores among the
participating countries (Elley, 1992) and that the low performing readers were likely to be
Māori (the indigenous people of New Zealand) and/or from low-income backgrounds
(Wagemaker, 1993). Further research in New Zealand during the 1990s revealed disparities
between children of different backgrounds in important literacy-related skills at school entry
(Gilmore, 1998; Nicholson, 1997) and that differences in literacy achievement between
Māori and New Zealand European (Pākehā) students steadily increased over the first years of
schooling (Crooks & Caygill, 1999; Flockton & Crooks, 1997), throughout high school
(Nicholson, 1995; Nicholson & Gallienne, 1995), and into adulthood (Ministry of Education,
1997a). Home language was not considered as a possible explanation of the lower mean
literacy achievement scores of Māori students because a small number of Māori learn to
speak Māori as a first language (Crooks & Caygill, 1999).
Given the important role that literacy skills have in determining children’s educational and
life chances, the growing body of evidence of New Zealand’s relatively “long tail” of literacy
underachievement became a major source of concern among educators and policymakers in
the 1990s and was regarded by leading reading researchers as the “single biggest challenge
confronting literacy education in New Zealand today” (Wilkinson, Freebody, & Elkins, 2000,
p.8). In response to these growing concerns, a Literacy Taskforce was established by the
Government to provide advice on achieving its goal that, “By 2005, every child turning nine
will be able to read, write, and do maths for success” (Ministry of Education, 1999b, p. 4). To
assist the Government in developing an effective national literacy strategy, the Taskforce,
which comprised mostly practitioners, focused on recommendations aimed at raising the
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literacy achievement of all students but with particular attention given to “closing the gap
between the lowest and highest achievers” (p. 7).
In addition to the Taskforce, a Literacy Experts Group was convened “to provide the
Taskforce with advice from a range of theoretical and academic perspectives on literacy
learning” (Ministry of Education, 1999a, p.1). The Literacy Experts Group comprised literacy
researchers from New Zealand tertiary institutions and the New Zealand Council for
Educational Research. Because not all of the recommendations made by the Literacy Experts
Group were adopted by the Literacy Taskforce, the Literacy Experts Group submitted its own
report which included several recommendations not made by the Taskforce (Ministry of
Education, 1999a). For example, the Literacy Experts Group recommended that “greater
attention needs to be focused on the development of word-level skills and strategies in
beginning reading instruction, including the development of phonological awareness” (p. 6).
In March 2000, the Education and Science Committee of the New Zealand Parliament
initiated an inquiry into the teaching of reading in New Zealand to determine “how and why
many children are failing to learn to read effectively” and “to provide recommendations to
the Government on how the reading gap can be closed” (New Zealand House of
Representatives, 2001, p. 5). Following the inquiry, the Committee made 51
recommendations which were largely rejected by the Government, especially those calling
for significant changes in New Zealand’s approach to literacy education, such as the
recommendations “that the Ministry of Education provide advice and support to schools to
incorporate successful phonics programmes into the classroom” (p. 17), “that all primary
teacher-training providers incorporate the teaching of phonetic skills and word-level decoding
into their programmes” (p. 27), and that “there be a greater emphasis on the benefits of
phonics instruction in Literacy Leadership materials” (p. 28). Instead, the government
decided to adopt the recommendations of the Literacy Taskforce (Ministry of Education,
1999b). For example, the Taskforce recommended that “a description of the knowledge,
skills, and attitudes that nine-year-olds demonstrate when they are reading and writing for
success . . . be developed and promulgated to teachers and parents” (p. 9), such as that “a
nine-year-old reading for success can predict, check, confirm, and self-correct while they are
reading” (p. 32). Other recommendations included drawing up and promulgating to schools a
statement of best practice in literacy instruction, developing a video “that illustrates taking
and analysing running records . . . and using this [sic] data to inform the teaching
programme” (p. 17), developing a comprehensive professional development package “to
assist teachers to implement best practice in their teaching of reading and writing” (p. 19),
and developing a nationally co-ordinated system of reading interventions that reviews and
builds “on the interventions that already exist, in particular, Reading Recovery and the
Resource Teachers of Reading” (p. 23). The recommendations of the Taskforce constituted
the national literacy strategy for reducing the large disparity in reading achievement
outcomes between good and poor readers.
The Ministry of Education (MoE) was given the responsibility of implementing the
recommendations of the Taskforce. As part of this effort, the MoE established the Literacy
Reference Group in May, 2006, to provide informed advice and guidance on future directions
of the New Zealand Literacy Strategy. The Group, which comprised mostly practitioners, met
at least once each year until 2011 when the Group was disbanded. During this time the Group
discussed the MoE’s Literacy Strategy Progress Report (for internal discussion only), the
draft Literacy Learning Progressions (Ministry of Education, 2010), the draft National
Literacy Standards (Ministry of Education, 2009), strategies for assisting students with
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literacy learning problems, and the findings of the Progress in International Reading Literacy
Study (PIRLS) 2006 (Mullis, Martin, Kennedy, & Foy, 2007).
The results of the PIRLS 2006 study became a major source of concern to the MoE and the
Literacy Reference Group because virtually no reduction in the relatively large disparity
between good and poor readers had occurred since the PIRLS 2001 assessment (Mullis,
Martin, Gonzalez, & Kennedy, 2003). One of the MoE’s arguments for the continuation of
the unacceptably large literacy achievement gap reported in the PIRLS 2001 study was that
the Government’s literacy strategy “was introduced to schools in 2000, a year before the
PIRLS 2001 survey, and possibly too early to have impacted on the PIRLS 2001 results”
(Ministry of Education, 2003b, p.8). However, the MoE could not use this argument to
account for the disappointing results from the PIRLS 2006 study, as the Government’s
literacy strategy had been largely operational during the period following the PIRLS 2001
study (Tunmer, Nicholson, Greaney, Prochnow, Chapman, & Arrow, 2008).
The PIRLS 2006 results contributed to two further developments. In March 2006, the
Education and Science Committee of Parliament initiated an inquiry into “making the
schooling system work for every child” (New Zealand House of Representatives, 2008, p.37).
In support of the decision to conduct the inquiry, the Committee cited a recent report by the
Education Review Office stating that “New Zealand’s best students perform with the best in
other countries but there is a group at the bottom, perhaps as large as 20 percent, who are
currently not succeeding in our education system” (p. 7). The 20 percent estimate represented
an aggregation of data from various sources, including the PIRLS reports. From these reports
and submissions received during 2006 and 2007, the Committee concluded that “evidence
from national and international assessments and studies support the proposition that New
Zealand has a disproportionate number of students who underachieve” (p. 7).
Recommendations of the Committee included devoting more resources to the “provision of
comprehensive professional development in assessment practice so that by 2010 all schools
will have experienced appropriate training in the collection and use of data” (p. 3). Unlike the
2001 report of the Education and Science Committee, no recommendations were made
regarding New Zealand’s approach to teaching reading.
The second development prompted by the PIRLS 2006 results was a symposium organized
by the New Zealand Educational Institute (NZEI; the primary school teachers’ union) on May
13, 2008, “to have an open and frank discussion on why the results from PIRLS are as they
are” (S. Aikin, personal communication, April, 2008). The symposium included educational
researchers, professional development providers, and representatives of the teaching
profession (Chamberlain, 2012). All participants in the symposium were invited to make
recommendations to the NZEI for modifying literacy teaching practices. Some participants
suggested making major changes (such as ensuring the development of phonemically-based
word-level skills and strategies by all beginning readers, and replacing the Reading Recovery
early intervention programme with an alternative programme that is based on contemporary
theory and research on reading intervention) but these recommendations were subsequently
rejected by the broader NZEI membership. Following the symposium the NZEI, with the
support of the MoE, initiated and funded a number of focus group meetings with teachers
throughout New Zealand in 2008 and 2009 to discuss the PIRLS findings “from a New
Zealand perspective” and to make the findings “more accessible and relevant to teachers”
(Chamberlain, 2012, p. 456).
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In 2010 the MoE introduced national standards in reading and writing for Years 1 through 8
as another strategy for reducing the literacy achievement gap (Ministry of Education, 2009).
For Years 1 through 3 the standards are based on the book levels of the Ready to Read series,
the core instructional series of books for New Zealand students. For example, the reading
standard after one year at school is that “students will read, respond to, and think critically
about fiction and non-fiction texts at the Green level of Ready to Read” (p. 20). Students
meeting this standard are expected to read seen texts at the Green level with at least 90%
accuracy (the Green level corresponds to a reading age of approximately 6 years). For each of
Years 1 through 8, the reading standards also include illustrated examples of reading
behaviours that teachers would be expected to observe in students who are meeting the
standard.
More recently, in December 2011, the MoE’s Briefing to the Incoming Minister (Ministry of
Education, 2011), which occurs when a new government is formed after a national election,
stated that, although there have been some overall improvements in education (largely in
participation and retention rates):
… the gap between our high performing and low performing students remains
one of the widest in the Organization of Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD). These low performing students are likely to be Māori or
Pasifika and/or from low socio-economic communities. Disparities in education
appear early and persist throughout learning. (p. 8)
The Briefing indicated that over the past decade there has been little improvement in early
literacy/numeracy, especially for Māori and Pasifika children (Pasifika refers to Polynesian
descendants from Pacific Islands, such as Samoa, Tonga, and the Cook Islands). Data
presented in the Briefing show that 18% of Māori and 16% of Pasifika are not achieving basic
literacy and numeracy skills by age 10, compared to only 4% of Non-Māori and Non-Pasifika
children (p. 9). Based on these findings the Briefing concluded that, “The greatest challenge
facing the schooling sector is producing equitable outcomes for students” (p. 23). Improving
the quality of teaching, placing greater emphasis on the accountability framework for schools,
and establishing charter schools were identified as strategies that would be pursued by the
MoE to improve achievement outcomes.
The important question that arises from our brief summary of policy initiatives and
government reports on literacy achievement in New Zealand over the past 15 years is this:
Why have concerns expressed by policy makers, teachers’ unions, and legislative bodies
regarding New Zealand’s relatively large literacy achievement gap continued for such a long
period of time? Our contention is that there is a straight forward answer to this question,
which is that the New Zealand national literacy strategy is simply not working.
The remainder of this paper is divided into three sections. The first section presents findings
in support of our claim that New Zealand’s national literacy strategy has failed. The second
section presents arguments and evidence in support of what we believe are the major factors
responsible for the persistence of New Zealand’s comparatively wide gap in literacy
achievement, and for why the gap has not diminished over the past 15 years despite major
efforts by the MoE to address the problem. The third section reviews research in support of
what we maintain is the most effective strategy for reducing the literacy achievement gap: the
use of differentiated instruction from the outset of formal schooling that takes into account
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interactions between school entry reading-related skills (high vs. low literate cultural capital)
and method of teaching reading (constructivist vs. explicit approaches).
EVIDENCE THAT NEW ZEALAND’S NATIONAL LITERACY STRATEGY HAS
FAILED
For over 20 years New Zealand has consistently shown comparatively high levels of
variability in the test scores from international surveys of reading achievement (Tunmer,
Chapman, & Prochnow, 2003, 2004, 2006; Tunmer et al., 2008; Tunmer & Prochnow, 2009;
Tunmer, Prochnow, Greaney, & Chapman, 2007). The high degree of variability in outcomes
is somewhat unexpected for two reasons. First, New Zealand has a unified national education
system with a relatively uniform approach to literacy instruction and intervention. Most
aspects of literacy education are controlled centrally by the MoE, including the setting and
monitoring of the national curriculum, the establishment of national reading and writing
standards, the production of beginning reading materials and instructional guides for
beginning teachers, and the funding and monitoring of two major intervention programmes
for struggling readers, Reading Recovery and Resource Teachers: Literacy (Chamberlain,
2012). Consequently, compared with other English-speaking countries like the United States
or Canada (that have semi-autonomous education systems at the state or provincial level),
there is considerably less variation in the materials, reading methods, and instructional
strategies used in regular classroom reading programmes and in nationally implemented
intervention programs.
The second reason New Zealand’s relatively large literacy achievement gap is rather
surprising concerns Reading Recovery (RR), a nationally implemented early intervention
programme developed by Clay (1985) to help children identified as making only limited
progress in reading after a year of formal reading instruction (normally children whose
reading progress falls in the lowest 15 to 20 percent of the enrolment cohort in any given
school). The programme involves one-to-one pull-out instruction for 30 to 40 minutes per day
for a period of 12 to 20 weeks by a specially trained RR teacher (Clay, 2005 a, b). The main
goal of the programme is to accelerate students’ reading achievement to the average level of
their peers within a 20-week period (Chamberlain, 2012; Lee, 2011). Clay (1987) was very
confident about the effectiveness of RR, claiming that it is a “programme which should clear
out of the remedial education system all the children who do not learn to read for many
event-produced reasons [i.e., environmental, cultural, or economic causes] and all the
children who have organically based problems but who can be taught to achieve independent
learning status in reading and writing despite this” (p. 169). However, if the RR programme
had been successful in attaining its goal of substantially reducing the number of children who
develop ongoing reading difficulties, then the relatively large gap in reading performance
consistently observed between good and poor readers since the 1991 IEA literacy study
(Elley, 1992) should have steadily decreased after RR was introduced throughout the country
in the late 1980s. This has not been the case.
In addressing the question of whether New Zealand’s national literacy strategy has failed, we
draw on data from two recently released reports that are readily accessible: the PIRLS 2011
report, which was released in December, 2012 (Mullis, Martin, Foy, & Drucker, 2012), and
the latest annual monitoring report of Reading Recovery data in New Zealand (Lee, 2011).
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PIRLS 2011
The PIRLS is the most recent test of reading achievement developed by the IEA and focuses
on the achievement and literacy learning experiences of children from countries throughout
the world in grades equivalent to Year 5 in New Zealand (children enter Year 1 in New
Zealand on or soon after their 5th birthday). The PIRLS, which was developed by Mullis et al.
(2003), is a 5-year cycle of assessments that was first administered in 2001, then in
2005/2006, and again in 2010/2011. It includes a state-of-the-art test of reading
comprehension that was designed to assess two aspects of reading literacy: purposes of
reading and processes of comprehension. For the 2001 assessment, scaling procedures based
on Item Response Theory were used to establish an international scale for the reading
comprehension test with a mean of 500 and a standard deviation of 100. To monitor increases
or decreases in average reading achievement across assessment cycles, data from subsequent
assessments were linked to this scale by making the 2001 scale centerpoint of 500 the
reference point for the 2006 and 2011 studies (Mullis et al., 2012, p.36). The PIRLS also
includes a series of questionnaires, given to principals, teachers, parents, and students, to
obtain information on reading behaviours, reading attitudes, and home and school contexts
for learning to read.
As shown in Table 1, the general pattern of results observed for New Zealand in earlier
PIRLS assessments continued to be displayed in the PIRLS 2011 study, which focused on the
achievement and reading experiences of children in 45 countries/regions. The mean
achievement scores for individual countries ranged from a high of 571 (achieved by Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region, SAR) to a low of 310 (the mean score for Morocco).
Because there was a long tail in the distribution of the means of participating countries, 32
countries scored significantly higher than the centerpoint and 12 countries scored
significantly lower. New Zealand was ranked 23rd with a mean score of 531.
Table 1
Means, standard deviations, and percentiles of the reading achievement scores for New
Zealand as a function of PIRLS test cycle
Percentile Scores
Test Cycle
PIRLS 2001
PIRLS 2006
PIRLS 2011

Mean Scale
Score
529
532
531

Standard Deviation

5th Percentile

95th Percentile

93
87
88

360
374
373

668
664
666

The means of 20 of the 45 participating countries were significantly higher than the New
Zealand mean, and the means of 17 countries were significantly lower. This was the second
time since New Zealand began participating in studies of reading achievement by the IEA
that the number of countries that significantly outperformed New Zealand exceeded the
number of countries that New Zealand significantly outperformed. The first time was in the
PIRLS 2006 study, when 21 of the 45 participating countries scored significantly higher than
New Zealand and 19 countries scored significantly lower.
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Given the association of lower reading achievement with various economic factors (such as
residing in low-income families, living in poor neighbourhoods, having parents with limited
education and low levels of literacy, and attending schools in which literacy achievement is
chronically low; Snow, Burns & Griffin, 1998) and New Zealand’s relatively high level of
economic development (ranked 30th in the world in GDP per capita by the World Bank), New
Zealand would be expected to perform better than countries that are underdeveloped and/or
have populations with large differences in material wealth, such as the lowest performing
countries in the PIRLS 2011 study (Malta, Trinidad and Tobago, Azerbaijan, Iran, Colombia,
United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Qatar, Oman, and Morocco). A more useful
comparison would be to consider countries that are more similar to New Zealand in respect of
economic development, language of instruction, linguistic homogeneity, and complexity of
orthography. Six countries satisfied these criteria: Northern Ireland, the United States,
Ireland, England, Canada, and Australia. Although the mean score for Australia did not differ
significantly from New Zealand’s mean score, the mean of each of the five remaining
countries was significantly higher than the New Zealand mean. Overall, Northern Ireland was
ranked fifth, the United States sixth, Ireland tenth, England eleventh, and Canada twelfth.
For countries that participated in earlier PIRLS assessments, it was possible to examine
trends across the participants during the decade of 2001 to 2011 (Mullis et al., 2012, pp. 4650). Overall, there were more increases than decreases in reading achievement. From 2001 to
2011, 48% of the countries had significant gains in reading achievement compared with 33%
showing no change and 19% showing significant decreases. From 2006 to 2011, 46% of the
countries achieved significantly higher mean scores compared with 29% showing no change
and 25% showing significant decreases. Of the two English-speaking comparison countries
for which trend data were available, both the United States and England achieved
significantly higher scores in PIRLS 2011 than in PIRLS 2006. In contrast, for New Zealand
there were no significant differences between the mean scores of any of the PIRLS
assessment points (2001 vs. 2006, 2001 vs. 2011, or 2006 vs. 2011).
In view of the ongoing concerns expressed by New Zealand policy makers about the large
inequities in outcomes in literacy education, the relative spread of New Zealand’s reading
achievement scores in the PIRLS 2011 assessment was of particular interest. The standard
deviation of 88 and associated difference of 293 scale points between the 5th and 95th
percentiles were exceeded by only seven of the 45 participating countries, a finding very
similar to what was reported in the PIRLS 2001 and 2006 studies (see Table 1). Of the six
English-speaking comparison countries, none had a standard deviation as large as New
Zealand’s. Presented in Table 2 are the mean reading achievement scores for New Zealand as
a function of ethnicity and PIRLS test cycle (see Chamberlain & Caygill, 2012, p. 7, and
earlier MoE PIRLS reports accessible at www.educationcounts.gov.nz). The differences in
mean reading achievement scores favoring Pākehā/European over Māori students were 71,
69, and 70 for PIRLS 2001, 2006, and 2011, respectively, and the corresponding differences
in scores favoring Pākehā/European over Pasifika students were 71, 73, and 85. The size of
the reading achievement gap between Pākehā/European and Māori/Pasifika students has not
decreased over the past decade and, if anything, has become slightly larger.
In addition to the high level of disparity between New Zealand’s good and poor readers,
international benchmarks based on the type of questions students were able to answer (from
locating and reproducing explicitly stated information in text to integrating complex
information from different parts of text) showed that in the PIRLS 2011 study, New Zealand
had relatively large proportions of students performing at both the highest and lowest levels.
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The percentage of New Zealand students performing above the advanced international
benchmark (14%) was exceeded by only nine countries, whereas the percentage of students
who failed to reach the low international benchmark (8%) was exceeded by only 13
countries. Of particular importance, there were no significant changes in the percentages of
New Zealand students reaching the four international benchmarks (low, intermediate, high,
and advanced) since the PIRLS 2001 or 2006 studies (Mullis et al., 2012, p. 70). In contrast,
for other countries that participated in earlier PIRLS assessments (2001 and/or 2006), the
trend data revealed that in general, there were more significant improvements in the
percentages of students reaching the international benchmarks in 2011 than there were
declines. For both the United States and England, there were significant improvements across
the international benchmarks and no significant declines.
Table 2
Mean reading achievement scores for New Zealand as a function of ethnicity and PIRLS test
cycle

Test Cycle
PIRLS 2001
PIRLS 2006
PIRLS 2011

Pākehā/European
552
552
558

Ethnic Group
Asian
Māori
540
481
550
483
542
488

Pasifika
481
479
473

In summary, despite the attempts by the New Zealand government over the past decade to
reduce the relatively large disparity between good and poor readers, our examination of the
PIRLS 2011 results has revealed that these efforts have largely failed. Virtually no changes in
educational outcomes have occurred. The average reading achievement score for New
Zealand in the PIRLS 2011 study was not significantly different from either the PIRLS 2001
or 2006 studies (see Table 1). As occurred in the PIRLS 2006 study, the number of countries
that significantly outperformed New Zealand exceeded the number of countries that New
Zealand significantly outperformed. Of the six English-speaking comparison countries, all
but one significantly outperformed New Zealand. Trend data revealed that, although there
were more increases than decreases in mean reading achievement scores across countries
from 2001 to 2011, New Zealand showed no significant increases in reading performance.
The standard deviation and range (between the 5th and 95th percentiles) for New Zealand’s
reading scores were almost unchanged from the PIRLS 2001 and 2006 studies and exceeded
the values of most other countries, including those of the six English-speaking comparison
countries. The large differences in reading achievement scores between Pākehā/European and
Māori/Pasifika students have also not changed over the past decade (see Table 2). Despite
general improvement across countries in the percentages of students reaching international
benchmarks from 2001 to 2011, there were no significant changes from the PIRLS 2001 or
2006 results in either the relatively high percentage of New Zealand students who performed
at the advanced international benchmark or the relatively high percentage of students who
failed to reach the low international benchmark.
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Reading Recovery 2011
The fact that no progress has been made in closing the literacy achievement gap raises
questions about the effectiveness of RR, which has been operating on a national basis in New
Zealand for over 25 years and has as its stated purpose bringing struggling readers to average
levels of reading performance within 20 weeks. A possible explanation for the apparent
failure of RR to have had a significant impact on reducing the literacy achievement gap is
that the programme is of limited benefit to those struggling readers who need help the most.
In a review of research on RR, Reynolds and Wheldall (2007) reported that the programme
“has not demonstrated that it works for the students who are most at risk of failing to learn to
read” (p. 213), leading them to conclude that “the success of the programme appears to be
inversely related to the severity of the reading problem” (p. 219). The results of international
studies of literacy achievement since 1991 have consistently shown that the low performing
readers in New Zealand were likely to be Māori or Pasifika and/or from low-income
backgrounds. Given Reynolds and Wheldall’s claims, these students would be expected to
benefit the least from RR. To test this prediction we examined data from the latest annual
monitoring report of RR in New Zealand, which includes trend data for the past 10 years
(Lee, 2011).
The annual monitoring report is based on two sources of information provided by schools: an
end-of-year school report and individual student reports (Lee, 2011). The school report
includes information on the number of students involved in RR and the number of hours and
teachers allocated to RR for the year. The student reports include information on the
demographic/background characteristics of the student, the amount of time spent in RR,
outcome from RR, and entry and exit scores on three assessment tools: instructional text
level, the Burt Word Reading Test, New Zealand Revision (Gilmore, Croft, & Reid, 1981),
and the Writing Vocabulary Task (Clay, 2002). A running record of the child’s oral reading
behaviour as he or she reads a selected text provides the basis for assigning text level, which
is the level of books that the child is able to read with 90% to 94% word recognition
accuracy. The Burt Word Reading test is a measure of context-free word recognition in which
the child is asked to read words of increasing difficulty. Blaiklock (1997) reported that the
Burt test correlated highly with word recognition accuracy in connected text (r = .94) and
reading comprehension ability (r = .85). In the Writing Vocabulary Task, the child is given a
maximum of 10 minutes to write all the words that they know on a blank sheet of paper. A
standard set of prompts is given, if necessary.
In 2011, 64.1% of state schools with 6-year-old populations offered RR, which served 75.2%
of the total 6-year-old school population. Of the total 6-year-old population in state schools,
13.8% of the students entered RR in 2011 (approximately one in seven students). This
percentage has remained fairly stable since 2002, ranging between 14% and 15% (see Figure
1 of Lee, 2011). Of the total 6-year-old population in schools offering RR, 18.4% of the
students entered RR in 2011 (just under one in five students), and 25.0% of the students (one
in four) were involved in RR at some point during the year (which included RR students
carried over from 2010).
In New Zealand, schools are rated from a decile of 1 (low) to 10 (high) according to the
socio-economic community the school serves. The 2011 monitoring report indicated that RR
was more likely to be implemented in high decile (8 to 10) schools (71.4%) than in low decile
(1 to 3) schools (56.4%). However, in low decile schools, 17.1% of students entered RR
compared with 11.2% of students attending high decile schools. Further underscoring this
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point, the average RR hours allocated per student in decile 1 schools was 51.7 hours
compared with 42.9 hours per student in decile 10 schools. That is, the schools that were
more likely to have students needing remedial assistance were less likely to offer RR, and
when they did, the children placed in RR spent more time in the program.
A related finding is that Māori and Pasifika students were less likely to attend schools that
offered RR than students in the total 6-year-old population. Access to RR for the total 6-yearold population was 75.2% compared with 69.7% for Māori students and 72.6% for Pasifika
students (see Tables 2, 3, and 4 of Lee, 2011). That both Māori and Pasifika students and
students in low decile schools were less likely to attend schools with RR was not surprising,
as a disproportionate number of Māori and Pasifika students come from low-income
backgrounds. The lower rate of implementation of RR in schools with Māori and Pasifika
students (especially those with relatively large proportions of Māori or Pasifika students, such
as schools in parts of the Auckland region) may be due, in part, to the significant levels of
concern expressed by principals and teachers about the effectiveness of RR for these students
and the lack of sufficient places for the large numbers of students in these schools needing
extra support (Chapman, Greaney, & Tunmer, 2007; McDowall, Boyd, Hodgen, & van Vliet,
2005).
Although Māori and Pasifika students constituted 34.9% of the total 6-year-old student
population in 2011, they made up 44.0% of the students involved in RR (which included RR
students carried over from 2010), consistent with ongoing trends (percentages derived from
data presented in Table 8 of Lee, 2011). Of the total 6-year-old population of Māori and
Pasifika students, 23.6% were involved in RR (33.5% of the total 6-year-old population of
Māori and Pasifika students in schools that offered RR), compared with 17.3% for New
Zealand (NZ) European/Pākehā students (percentages derived from data presented in Tables
3, 4, and 8 of Lee, 2011). The higher participation rate for Māori and Pasifika students in RR
indicates that these students were already tending to fall behind in reading after only one year
of formal schooling, which invites the question of why this is so. This issue will be addressed
in the next section of the paper.
Regarding RR outcomes in 2011, 81.6% of RR students were successfully discontinued,
11.8% were referred on for specialist help or long-term support, 5.4% left the school before
completing the program, and 1.2% were responding but not able to be continued (see Table
10 of Lee, 2011). Over the past decade 11% to 13% of RR students (approximately one in
eight) did not complete the programme but, instead, were referred on for specialist help (see
Figure 3 of Lee, 2011). Māori and Pasifika students were less likely than NZ
European/Pākehā students to have been successfully discontinued from RR (76.1%, 80.9%,
and 84.6 for Māori, Pasifika, and NZ European/Pākehā students, respectively) , and more
likely to have been referred on for specialist help (13.8%, 12.2%, and 11.2% for Māori,
Pasifika, and NZ European/Pākehā students, respectively), a pattern that has been observed in
RR outcome data for the past 10 years. Of the total number of students who were referred on,
almost half (49.1%) were Māori or Pasifika (percentage derived from data presented in
Tables 10 and 13 of Lee, 2011).
A similar pattern was observed for students attending low decile schools. For deciles 1 to 3,
76.6% of students were successfully discontinued compared with 86.0% of students in deciles
8 to 10, whereas 14.4% of students in deciles 1 to 3 were referred on compared with 9.2% of
students in deciles 8 to 10 (see Figure 4 of Lee, 2011). Regarding the latter, 15.2% of
students in decile 1 schools were referred on, which was more than double the rate of 7.2% of
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students in decile 10 schools who were referred on (see Appendix 1 of Lee, 2011). The
results further indicated that, compared with students who were successfully discontinued
from RR, students who were referred on for specialist help had been given, on average, more
30-min sessions (89.2 vs. 72.5) over a longer period of time (22.8 weeks vs. 17.8 weeks) (see
Table 15 of Lee, 2011). In summary, Māori and Pasifika students and students from low
decile schools (largely the same groups) were less likely to have been successfully
discontinued from RR and more likely to have been referred on for specialist help. In
addition, the referred on students had failed to respond adequately to RR despite having
received extra lessons and more time in the program.
In the final section of the Lee (2011) report, students’ gains from participating in RR are
presented in the form of relative frequency distributions for each of the three assessment
measures (instructional text level, Burt Word Reading, and Writing Vocabulary) on entry to
and on exit from RR for successfully discontinued and referred on students. Three
particularly striking patterns emerged from the results. First, students who were referred on
consistently had much lower mean (or median) scores on the assessment measures on entry to
RR than students who were successfully discontinued. For instructional text level, the median
entry score was 5 for successfully discontinued students compared with 2 for referred on
students. For Burt Word Reading, the mean entry score was approximately 13 for
successfully discontinued students compared with 6 for referred on students. For Writing
Vocabulary, the mean entry score was approximately 23 for the successfully discontinued
students compared with 10 for the referred on students. In general, the entry scores of
successfully discontinued students were much higher than those of the referred on students,
which was also true for the exit scores: 18 versus 13 for instructional text level; 29 versus 17
for Burt Word Reading, and 57 versus 32 for Writing Vocabulary (see Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
and 12 of Lee, 2011). Students who entered RR with relatively high scores on the assessment
measures were clearly much more likely to benefit from RR than students with relatively low
scores. These findings provide strong evidence in support of Reynolds and Wheldall’s (2007)
claim that RR generally does not work well for students who are most at risk of failing to
learn to read. Given that the referred on students were more likely to have been Māori or
Pasifika and/or from low-income backgrounds, the results also provide an explanation for the
failure of RR to have had a significant impact on reducing the literacy achievement gap in
New Zealand.
The second striking feature of the data on students’ gains from RR was the relatively high
level of variability in the assessment scores on entry to and on exit from RR. The entry and
exit scores of successfully discontinued students for the Burt Word Reading test and the
Writing Vocabulary Task overlapped to such an extent that some of the students had entry
scores that exceeded the mean of the exit scores (see Figures 9 and 11 of Lee, 2011). This
highly atypical pattern most likely reflects the fact that in New Zealand RR is made available
to the lowest 15 to 20 percent of students compared with their cohort in an individual school,
even if the school has a high decile rating. However, because literacy achievement
differences between students attending high and low decile schools are much larger in New
Zealand than in most other countries (Mullis et al., 2007, Mullis et al., 2012; Tunmer et al.,
2008; see discussion in the following section), students who qualify for RR in high decile
schools are more likely to enter (and exit) the programme with higher scores on the
assessment measures than students in low decile schools, which would account for the high
level of variability in the assessment measures.
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One of the key recommendations of the Literacy Taskforce (described in the preceding
section) was that “in order to make the best use of available resources, Reading Recovery
should be targeted to the children with the greatest need, particularly those in lower decile
schools” (Ministry of Education, 1999b, p.21). However, this recommendation to restrict the
availability of RR to the lowest performing 6-year-old students throughout the entire school
system was rejected by the MoE, a decision that may have contributed to the relatively high
false positive rate of approximately 30% of the children selected for participation in RR, as
reported by Center, Wheldall, Freeman, Outhred, and McNaught (1995). That is, a large
proportion of students selected for RR would have caught up with their peers even if they had
not received RR instruction. Contributing further to the tendency to include in RR students
who have relatively mild reading problems (that are often spontaneously overcome through
regular classroom instruction without intervention) is evidence that a significant number of
the lowest performing 6-year-olds are excluded from RR because they are considered not
ready or less likely to benefit from the programme than other students, or are withdrawn early
from the programme because they failed to make expected rates of progress (Chapman et al.,
2007; Church, 2005; McDowall et al., 2005).
The third striking feature of the data on entry and exit scores concerns the distributional
pattern for instructional text level (see Figure 7 of Lee, 2011). Unlike the distributions for the
Burt Word Reading Test and Writing Vocabulary Task, the distribution for instructional text
level on exit from RR for successfully discontinued students was non-overlapping with entry
text levels, positively skewed, and truncated at text level 16 (the recommended minimal level
for discontinuation from RR). This pattern is consistent with other New Zealand studies
reporting marked discrepancies between RR teachers’ and classroom teachers’ assessments of
text level at discontinuation (Chapman et al., 2001; Glynn, Crooks, Bethune, Ballard, &
Smith, 1989). Independent and research-validated measures of reading performance (such as
the Burt Word Reading test, which correlates highly with word recognition accuracy in
connected text) have shown that classroom teachers’ assessments of text level are more
accurate. The associated reading ages for text level and independent measures such as the
Burt test are more closely aligned for classroom teachers than for RR teachers. Text level as
determined by running records appears to be an unreliable measure that yields inflated
estimates of reading achievement (Blaiklock, 2004; Elbaum, Vaughn, Hughes, & Moody,
2000; Hiebert, 1994; Tunmer & Chapman, 2003).
A major aim of RR is to help struggling readers to develop a “self-extending system” of
reading and writing strategies so that they can learn effectively in the regular classroom
without additional support (Clay, 1991). However, the annual monitoring reports do not
provide data on the long-term benefits of RR, and there is limited New Zealand research
showing that the gains from participating in RR are sustained over time. What little evidence
there is regarding maintenance effects indicates that the gains made by students successfully
discontinued from RR largely disappear within 2 years following completion of the
programme (Chapman et al., 2001; Glynn et al., 1989). In a more recent study Limbrick and
Jesson (2010) examined the standardized achievement scores of 373 students 2, 3, or 4 years
after they had been successfully discontinued from RR. Results indicated that only one third
(34%) of the students achieved stanine 5 or above on the Supplementary Test of Achievement
in Reading (STAR: Elley, 2001) or the Progressive Achievement Test of Reading
Comprehension (PAT: New Zealand Council for Educational Research, 2008). The
remaining two-thirds achieved at stanine levels below average (approximately 29% at stanine
4, 22% at stanine 3, and 15% at stanines 1 and 2). Consistent with these findings are data
from the most recent annual report for Resource Teachers: Literacy (RT:Lit), specialist
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teachers who assist older students with persistent literacy learning difficulties (Lee, 2012).
Data on prior involvement in RR indicated that nearly one third (31.6%) of RT:Lit students in
2011 had previously received RR, and that of these students, just over a third (34.9%) had
been successfully discontinued from RR, which is consistent with ongoing trends (see Tables
4 and 5 of Lee, 2012).
In summary, New Zealand research has revealed that RR is less accessible to Māori and
Pasifika students and students from low-income backgrounds (most likely because of RR’s
perceived ineffectiveness for these students) and that a significant number of the lowest
performing 6-year-olds are excluded from RR (because they are considered not ready or less
likely to benefit from the programme or are withdrawn early from RR because they failed to
make expected rates of progress). Māori and Pasifika students and students from low-income
backgrounds are less likely to be successfully discontinued from RR and more likely to be
referred on for specialist help (despite having received extra lessons and more time in the
program). In support of Reynolds and Wheldall’s (2007) claim that RR generally does not
work well for students who are most at risk of failing to learn to read, students who enter RR
with relatively high scores on the assessment measures of RR (most likely students from high
decile schools) are much more likely to benefit from RR than students with relatively low
scores (most likely students from low decile schools). Finally, research indicates that positive
maintenance effects for the majority of successfully discontinued RR students are modest or
non-existent. For these reasons RR has had little or no impact on reducing New Zealand’s
relatively large literacy achievement gap.
WHY HAS NEW ZEALAND’S NATIONAL LITERACY STRATEGY FAILED?
Three interrelated factors have contributed to the failure of New Zealand’s national literacy
strategy: a constructivist orientation toward literacy education, the failure to respond
adequately to differences in literate cultural capital at school entry, and restrictive policies
regarding the first year of literacy teaching.
Pedagogical constructivism in literacy education
For the past 25 years New Zealand has followed a predominantly constructivist approach to
literacy education that assumes that learning to read is essentially like learning to speak,
where both abilities are thought to develop “naturally” (Smith & Elley, 1994, p.81). In a
review of Australian and New Zealand reading research, Wilkinson et al. (2000) noted that
“New Zealand’s literacy practices have a long history of association with a developmental
constructivist bias in teaching and learning” and “direct instruction of specific knowledge and
skills according to prespecified routines finds little favor” (p.12). Smith and Elley (1994), two
leading proponents of the constructivist approach to teaching reading in New Zealand,
claimed that “children learn to read themselves; direct teaching plays only a minor role”
(p.87). In this approach literacy learning is largely seen as the by-product of active mental
engagement with little or no explicit, systematic teaching of phonemic awareness (the ability
to reflect on and manipulate the phonemic segments of spoken words) and alphabetic coding
skills (the ability to translate letters and letter patterns into phonological forms). Smith and
Elley (1994) argued that teaching beginning readers orthographic patterns “is a difficult,
unnecessary and largely fruitless activity, creating distorted ideas about the nature and
purpose of reading” (p.143). Explicit instruction in word-level skills and strategies is
therefore downplayed or discouraged. Word analysis activities, if any, arise primarily from
the child’s responses during text reading and focus mainly on initial letter sounds.
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Underpinning the constructivist approach to literacy teaching is the “multiple cues” theory of
reading (Tracey & Morrow, 2006), which is also referred to as the “searchlights” model of
reading (Rose, 2006). According to this view, skilled reading is a process in which minimal
word-level information is used to confirm predictions about the upcoming words of text
based on multiple sources of information. Clay (1991) stated that “in efficient rapid word
perception the reader relies mostly on the sentence and its meaning and some selected
features of the forms of words. Awareness of the sentence context (and often the general
context of the text as a whole) and a glance at the word enables the reader to respond
instantly” (p.8). Smith and Elley (1994) expressed a very similar view, claiming that because
language follows a predictable pattern (which is a false assumption; see Pinker, 1994;
Tunmer & Nicholson, 2011), children “learn to read with minimal input from the text,
predicting and confirming and making sense as they go” (p. 142).
Unlike skilled readers, according to this view, poor and beginning readers are less able to
make use of contextual redundancy in ongoing sentence processing. Reading acquisition is
therefore seen largely as a process in which children learn to use multiple cues in identifying
words in text, with text-based cues (i.e., picture cues, sentence context cues, preceding
passage context, prior knowledge activated by the text) being used to generate predictions
about the text yet to be encountered and letter-sound information generally being used for
confirmation and self-correction. As Clay (1998) argued, beginning readers “need to use their
knowledge of how the world works; the possible meaning of the text; the sentence structure;
the importance of order of ideas, or words, or of letters; the size of words or letters; special
features of sound, shape and layout; and special knowledge from past literary experiences
before they resort to left to right sounding out of chunks or letter clusters or, in the last resort,
single letters” (p.9, emphasis added).
These theoretical assumptions about the nature of skilled reading and reading acquisition and
the role of pedagogical constructivism in literacy education emerged in New Zealand during
the 1980s. As Connelly, Johnston, and Thompson (2001) noted, the shift from emphasis on
words in teaching reading in New Zealand to an emphasis on the story and book “has become
more prevalent in the last twenty years and there has been increasing concern that children
are able to predict reading responses from story and sentence context” (p.433). This
perspective was adopted and strongly promoted by the MoE through its various publications.
Reading in Junior Classes (Ministry of Education, 1991), the guidebook used by beginning
reading teachers in New Zealand until it was replaced in 2003, explicitly stated that, “It is
better that children predict meaning from other cues at the outset and use their knowledge of
letters and sounds for confirmation” (p.48). Similarly, The Learner as Reader (Ministry of
Education, 1996) stated that the first strategy children should be encouraged to use when
confronted with an unknown word in text is to “try reading from the beginning of the
sentence again and think what would fit” (p.50). In Reading and Beyond (Ministry of
Education, 1997), the introduction to the Ready to Read series used in New Zealand schools,
reading is described as “a constantly repeated process of sampling, predicting, checking,
confirming, and self-correcting” (p.7). Readers “predict or anticipate the meaning of
unknown text … [and] check these predictions against what they have read and what they
know of the world, and either confirm or self-correct predictions by rereading, reading on, or
referring to other cues” (p.7).
Reading in Junior Classes was replaced by the guidebook, Effective Literacy Practice in
Years 1 to 4 (Ministry of Education, 2003a), copies of which were distributed to every
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teacher of Years 1 to 4 students throughout the country. Effective Literacy Practice was the
cornerstone of the MoE’s literacy strategy during this period (2003-2006) and the key
resource for a large-scale, in-service professional development programme implemented by
the MoE. The new guidebook continued to endorse strongly the multiple cues/searchlights
theory of reading, stating that “fluent readers … draw on their prior knowledge and use all
available sources of information simultaneously and usually unconsciously” (p.30), and that
“in skilled reading, predictions are usually checked swiftly and automatically” (p.130). Based
on these (invalid) assumptions about skilled reading, Effective Literacy Practice stated that
teachers need to show beginning readers how to “cross-check predictions to ensure that they
make sense and fit with other information already processed” and that “for beginning readers,
cross-checking usually involves checking that their prediction of an individual word fits and
makes sense” (p.130, emphasis added).
There is clear evidence from classroom observations and teacher surveys that the advice
presented in MoE publications has been widely implemented in New Zealand classrooms. In
a study of the prompts teachers prefer to use when assisting beginning readers to identify
unfamiliar words in text, Greaney (2001) found that text-based prompts were much more
likely to be selected over prompts that encouraged the use of word-based strategies. Although
Effective Literacy Practice acknowledges the importance of phonemic awareness and
alphabetic coding skills in learning to read, explicit, systematic instruction in these skills is
discouraged. Instead, it recommends that these skills should largely be taught through reading
and writing activities, as described in Sound Sense: Phonics and Phonological Awareness
(Ministry of Education, 2003c), where it is stated that, “children are more likely to make
connections between phonics and their reading and writing of texts if they are engaged and
involved in making discoveries for themselves” (p.7).
According to multiple cue theorists, focusing too much attention on the development of
word-level skills and strategies may actually contribute to reading failure by diverting the
child’s attention away from what are considered to be more productive strategies. Clay
(2005a), for example, warned that “undue attention to the detail of letters … can block the
child’s ability to use his language knowledge and the meaning of text, as part of his
information base for decision making” (p.25). Clay (2005b) explicitly stated that if the child
has a bias toward using mainly letters to identify unknown words in text, “the teacher’s
prompts will be directed towards the message and the language structure” (p.112).
This approach to teaching reading is reflected in the use of the running record, the primary
assessment tool used by both RR and regular classroom teachers in New Zealand. A running
record is a copy of a read passage on which the student’s oral reading errors are recorded.
The procedure for analysing the errors was derived from miscue analysis, which was
introduced in the 1960s by Ken Goodman (1967), a leading proponent of the multiple cues
view of learning to read. In an example of the use of running records from Clay (2000), a
child was asked to read an illustrated story entitled The Bicycle, the text for which is given
below:
The clown got on
and the lady got on
and the boy got on
and the girl got on
and the bear got on
and the bicycle got …
squashed.
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The child incorrectly read lake for lady, box for boy, bil for bicycle, and square for squashed.
According to the analysis of these errors, because the child already appears to be using visual
cues (i.e., initial letters) and structural cues (i.e., syntax), the teacher should encourage the
child to make greater use of meaning cues when attempting to identify unfamiliar words.
However, this would be a very ineffective learning strategy to use, as research has firmly
established that text-based cues should only be used to supplement word-level information,
not to substitute for it (Snow & Juel, 2005; Tunmer & Nicholson, 2011).
The recently introduced national literacy standards (Ministry of Education, 2009) described
previously further demonstrate the extent to which the multiple cues approach to teaching
reading has become entrenched in New Zealand literacy education. As noted in our
description, the standards include examples of reading behaviours that teachers would be
expected to observe in students meeting the standards at each Year level. For the reading
standard after one year at school, examples are provided of behaviours that may be exhibited
by students who successfully identify unfamiliar words in text. Emphasis is placed on the use
of multiple sources of information, especially text-based cues. For example, in identifying the
unfamiliar word rode in the sentence, “My great-grandma rode a horse,” the standards state
that “the student may use context (including the illustration), any prior knowledge about
horse riding, and their knowledge of language structures and letter-sound relationships”
(p.20). In an example in which the student “works out” the unfamiliar words shady, bubbly,
and plenty, the standards state that, “The student uses their accumulated understanding of the
story, their knowledge of language structures, and their knowledge that ‘y’ at the end of a
word can have an ‘ee’ sound” (p.20). In both examples the order in which the different
sources of information is mentioned is consistent with Clay’s (1998) view that letter-sound
information should only be used “in the last resort” (p.9).
Evidence against the multiple cues/searchlights model of reading
Our contention is that the MoE’s rigid adherence to the multiple cues/searchlights model of
reading as the theoretical basis for its approach to literacy teaching and assessment has
contributed greatly to the continuing inability to reduce the literacy achievement gap.
Following thorough reviews of the scientific literature on learning to read, countries
throughout the world have abandoned the searchlights model of reading. In the United
Kingdom, for example, the searchlights model was rejected in favor of the Simple View of
Reading (SVR) model of individual differences in reading comprehension performance
(Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990; Tunmer & Chapman, 2012b; Tunmer &
Greaney, 2010; Tunmer & Hoover, 1993; Vellutino, Tunmer, Jaccard, & Chen, 2007). The
SVR model provided the conceptual framework underlying the wide range of
recommendations included in the Rose (2006) report, and has been adopted as the theoretical
basis of the revised national curricular advice to all schools in England regarding the teaching
of decoding and comprehension skills (Department of Education, 2010).
The scientific community has also firmly rejected the multiple cues/searchlights model of
reading. The major shortcoming of the instructional philosophy espoused by multiple cue
theorists is that it stresses the importance of using information from many sources in
identifying unfamiliar words in text without recognizing that skills and strategies involving
phonological information are of primary importance in beginning literacy development. As
Pressley (2006) pointed out, “the scientific evidence is simply overwhelming that letter-sound
cues are more important in recognizing words … than either semantic or syntactic cues”
(p.21), and that “teaching children to decode by giving primacy to semantic-contextual and
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syntactic-contextual cues over graphemic-phonemic cues is equivalent to teaching them to
read the way weak readers read!” (p.164). One of the major distinguishing characteristics of
struggling readers is their tendency to rely heavily on sentence context cues to compensate
for their deficient alphabetic coding skills (Stanovich, 1986).
Supporting these claims is research carried out in New Zealand by Tunmer and Chapman
(2002) examining the relation of beginning readers’ reported strategies for identifying
unknown words in text to future reading achievement. Five-year-old (Year 1) beginning
readers participating in a 3-year longitudinal study were divided into two groups according to
their responses to the following question: “When you are reading on your own and come
across a word that you don’t know, what do you do to try to figure out what the word is?”
The majority of children (52.1%) reported using word-based strategies (e.g., sound it out,
think of the sounds, say the letters, do the sounds of it, make the sounds, hear all the letters,
listen to what the letters are, you try and get the letters right, you hear the letters, say out the
sounds in the word, sound it out – dad says so) rather than text-based strategies (e.g., guess,
think, guess what the word is, read it over again, read on, have a look at the picture, keep on
going – then go back and see what the word is, I leave it, think about the word, try to guess
what it is).
From these results Tunmer and Chapman concluded, as did Liberman and Liberman (1992),
that the instructional approach to teaching reading followed in the classroom (i.e., the
constructivist, multiple cues approach) is not necessarily reflected in the word identification
strategies that the majority of children actually use in learning to read. Of greater importance,
the results further showed that the Year 1 beginning readers who reported using word-based
strategies strongly outperformed the children who reported using text-based strategies on all
reading and reading-related measures taken in the middle of Year 3. Moreover, these children
were six times less likely to enter RR in Year 2 than the children who relied on text-based
strategies in Year 1 (6% vs. 37%). Also, Pākehā/European children were three times more
likely to report using word-based strategies in Year 1 than Māori/Pasifika children (62% vs.
21%).
Research on how children learn to read indicates that achievement in reading comprehension
performance depends on the ability to recognize the words of text accurately and quickly. For
progress to occur in learning to read, the beginning reader must acquire the ability to translate
letters and letter patterns into phonological forms (Ehri, 2005; Snow & Juel, 2005; Tunmer &
Nicholson, 2011). Making use of letter-sound relationships provides the basis for
constructing the detailed orthographic representations required for the automatization of word
recognition (or what Ehri, 2005, calls sight word knowledge), thus freeing up cognitive
resources for allocation to sentence comprehension and text integration processes (Pressley,
2006). To discover mappings between spelling patterns and sound patterns, children must
also be able to segment spoken words into subcomponents. Children who experience ongoing
difficulties in detecting phonemic sequences in words (i.e., phonemic awareness) will not be
able to fully grasp the alphabetic principle and discover spelling-to-sound relationships
(Shankweiler & Fowler, 2004). As the reading attempts of beginning readers with a firm
understanding of the alphabetic principle become more successful, they will begin making
greater independent use of letter-sound information (possibly supplemented with sentence
context cues) to identify unfamiliar words in text. Phonologically decoding words a few times
ultimately cements the orthographic representations of the words in lexical memory from
which additional spelling-sound relationships can be induced without explicit instruction
(Snow & Juel, 2005; Tunmer & Nicholson, 2011).
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Although children must rely increasingly on induction to acquire the spelling-sound
relationships necessary for learning to read, explicit phonics instruction plays an important
role in helping to “kick-start” the process by which beginning readers acquire untaught
spelling-sound relationships through implicit learning. Venezky (1999) argued that “phonics
is a means to an end, not an end itself” (p.231). Accordingly, phonics has been defined as “an
approach to, or type of, reading instruction that is intended to promote the discovery of the
alphabetic principle, the correspondences between phonemes and graphemes, and
phonological decoding” (Scarborough & Brady, 2002, p.20).
One of the main functions of phonics instruction is to provide beginning readers with a
process for generating approximate phonological representations of unknown words that gets
them close enough to the correct phonological form that, with context, the correct
identification can be made. Children learn to use their knowledge of spelling-to-sound
relationships acquired through phonics instruction to produce approximate phonological
representations, or partial decodings, for unknown words, especially those containing
irregular, polyphonic (e.g., ear as in bear and hear), or orthographically complex spelling
patterns. The phonological representations provide the basis for generating alternative
pronunciations of target words until one is produced that matches a word in the child’s lexical
memory and makes sense in the context in which it appears. Additional spelling-sound
relationships, especially context-sensitive patterns (i.e., those that depend on position-specific
constraints or the presence of “marker” letters), can then be induced from the stored
orthographic representations of words that have been correctly identified (Tunmer &
Chapman, 2012a). For children encountering difficulty in developing the ability to perceive
intuitively the redundant patterns and connections between speech and print, explicit
instruction in alphabetic coding skills is likely to be crucial (Ryder, Tunmer, & Greaney,
2008).
In support of these claims is a large body of research indicating that explicit, systematic
instruction in the code relating spellings to pronunciations positively influences reading
achievement, especially during the early stages of learning to read (Brady, 2011; Hattie,
2009; National Reading Panel, 2000; Snow & Juel, 2005; Tunmer & Arrow, 2013). From an
examination of findings from a wide range of sources that included studies of reading
development, specific instructional practices, and effective teachers and schools, Snow and
Juel (2005) concluded that explicit attention to alphabetic coding skills in early reading
instruction is helpful for all children and crucial for some.
The strongest evidence supporting the effectiveness of systematic phonics instruction over
non-systematic or no phonics instruction (e.g., constructivist approaches) comes from largescale meta-analyses. The National Reading Panel (2000) reported the results of 66 treatmentcontrol comparisons from 38 studies that satisfied strict criteria. Results indicated that the
overall mean effect size at the end of training was .41; that the effectiveness of systematic
phonics instruction was greater among kindergarteners and first graders (d = .55) than second
through sixth grades (d = .27); that first grade children at risk benefitted more from phonics
instruction (d = .74) than normally achieving first graders (d = .48); and that systematic
phonics instruction had larger effects for children from low SES backgrounds (d = .66) than
for children from middle SES backgrounds (d = .44).
More recently, Hattie (2009) reported even stronger effects for phonics instruction. He
summarized 14 meta-analyses involving 12,000 students and found that phonics had a
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significant effect on learning to read, with a mean effect size of .60. In contrast, he
summarized four meta-analyses of constructivist, whole-language teaching involving 630
students and found almost no effect. The mean effect size was only .06.
RR, which was designed to complement regular classroom literacy instruction in New
Zealand, is also based on the multiple cues theory of reading. In RR lessons particular
emphasis is placed on developing within struggling readers a self-extending system of
reading strategies that involves the flexible use of multiple cues (syntactic, semantic, visual,
graphophonic) to detect and correct errors while reading text (Clay, 2005a,b). Struggling
readers are encouraged to engage in the strategies of predicting, cross-checking, and
confirming while attempting to identify unfamiliar words in text. However, as noted from our
examination of data from the latest RR annual monitoring report (Lee, 2011), RR is of
limited benefit to those struggling readers who need help the most. RR appears to be
beneficial for some struggling readers but not others, as indicated by the high percentage
(around 15% in New Zealand but up to 30% elsewhere) of RR students who do not complete
the programme but, instead, are referred on by their RR teacher for further assessment and
possible remedial assistance (Chapman et al., 2007; Elbaum, Vaughn, Hughes, & Moody,
2000; Lee, 2011).
The differential effectiveness of RR can be explained in terms of contemporary theories of
reading development that assume that learning to read is a cognitive-developmental process
that takes place over time and may break down at different points (Tunmer & Nicholson,
2011). As a consequence of limited knowledge of print at the outset of learning to read and/or
a developmental delay in acquiring phonological awareness skills, many struggling readers
take longer than usual to acquire the self-improving alphabetic coding skills necessary for
achieving progress in learning to read. For these children, the heavy emphasis on text reading
in RR lessons provides them with additional opportunities to apply their developing
alphabetic coding skills to word identification. As their reading attempts become more
successful, these delayed readers will begin making greater independent use of letter-sound
information to identify unfamiliar words from which additional spelling-sound relationships
can be induced without explicit instruction. The extra practice in reading provided in RR,
which focuses on text reading, is therefore likely to be beneficial in helping these delayed
readers catch up with their peers.
A large proportion of struggling readers, however – probably a majority of the students with
literacy learning difficulties in low decile schools – operate at even lower developmental
phases of word learning, which Ehri (2005) described as the pre-alphabetic and partialalphabetic phases. Delayed readers who are still in these phases of reading development
typically have limited or severely limited phonemic awareness and alphabetic coding skills.
As noted previously, children who experience ongoing difficulties in detecting phonemic
sequences in words will not be able to fully grasp the alphabetic principle and discover
spelling-to-sound relationships. For these children, more intensive and systematic instruction
in phonemic awareness and phonemically-based decoding skills is likely to be required than
what is typically provided in RR lessons.
Evidence in support of this claim comes from two studies. Iversen and Tunmer (1993)
reported that the effectiveness of RR could be improved considerably by incorporating into
the programme more intensive and explicit instruction in phonological awareness and the use
of letter-sound relationships (especially orthographic analogies), in combination with strategy
training on how and when to use this knowledge to identify words while reading text and to
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spell words while writing messages. Chapman et al. (2001) found in a longitudinal study of
RR in New Zealand that the students who failed to achieve significant progress or maintain
the gains made in the programme had limited or severely limited phonemic awareness and
phonemically-based decoding skills at the beginning of the program, during the year
preceding entry into the program, and during the year following participation in the program.
The students who received the most benefit from RR were more advanced in phonological
skills at the beginning of the programme than students who derived little or no benefit from
the program, and progress in learning to read following participation in RR was strongly
related to phonological skills at discontinuation from the program. Similar findings have been
reported in studies in Australia (Center et al., 1995) and the United States (Iversen & Tunmer,
1993). These finding are consistent with the widely held view among reading scientists that
the primary phenotypic manifestation of developmental reading problems is poor context free
word recognition ability and associated phonological processing difficulties (Tunmer &
Greaney, 2010; Vellutino & Fletcher, 2005; Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, & Scanlon, 2004).
Literate cultural capital, Matthew effects in reading achievement, and PIRLS 2011
As noted previously, for the past 20 years New Zealand has consistently shown
comparatively high levels of variability in the test scores from international surveys of
reading achievement. We have argued that New Zealand’s relatively wide spread of scores is
largely the result of Matthew (rich-get-richer and poor-get-poorer) effects (Stanovich, 1986),
triggered by a predominantly constructivist, multiple cues approach to reading instruction and
intervention that fails to respond adequately to differences in literate cultural capital at school
entry (Tunmer, Chapman, & Prochnow, 2003, 2004, 2006; Tunmer et al., 2008; Tunmer &
Prochnow, 2009; Tunmer et al., 2007). Literate cultural capital is a generic term referring to
literacy-related knowledge and abilities at school entry that are an outgrowth of activities in
the home environment that support early literacy development (Tunmer & Nicholson, 2011).
Examples of literate cultural capital include oral language ability (promoted by verbal
interaction in the home); familiarity with “book” or “decontextualized” language and basic
understanding of concepts and conventions of printed language (promoted by adult storybook
reading and talking about story content); knowledge of letter names and sounds (developed
by exposure to ABC books and games); ability to produce preconventional spellings of words
(developed by manipulating movable letters to form “invented” spellings; e.g., writing color
as KLR, or fairy as FRE); sensitivity to the subcomponents of spoken words, or phonological
awareness (promoted by playing rhyming and sound analysis games, being read books that
increase phonological sensitivity, encouraging the use of invented spellings, and exposure to
alphabet materials and games; e.g., pig Latin, I spy, nursery rhymes, Dr. Seuss books, ABC
books); and sensitivity to the semantic and syntactic constraints of sentence contexts, or
syntactic awareness (promoted by verbal interaction in the home, playing language games,
engaging in linguistic humor, and being read storybooks). Tunmer and Nicholson (2011)
reviewed theory and research on how these school-entry competencies contribute to early
literacy development.
Research carried out in New Zealand and elsewhere indicates that children enter school with
large individual differences in the experiences and competencies (i.e., literate cultural capital)
essential for acquiring literacy, and that children who possess higher levels of literate cultural
capital at the beginning of school profit more from literacy instruction, learn to read sooner,
and read better than children who do not (Gilmore, 1998; Nicholson, 2003; Tunmer et al.,
2003; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2001). Supporting this claim is a large body of research
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showing substantial predictive relationships between preschool measures of reading-related
skills and later reading achievement (Tunmer & Nicholson, 2011). In a 7-year longitudinal
study of literacy development in New Zealand, Tunmer et al. (2006) found that a composite
measure of literate cultural capital (comprising two measures of phonological awareness, two
measures of syntactic awareness, letter-name knowledge, and receptive vocabulary) at the
start of school (when the mean age of the children was 5 years, 1 month) accounted for
almost 50% of the variance in Year 7 reading comprehension performance after the effects of
all other school-entry variables were controlled (SES, ethnicity, verbal working memory). For
the children in the bottom quartile of the literate cultural capital scores at school entry, all
were at least one year behind in reading age in Year 7. The average deficit was 2 years, 4
months.
The results further indicated that children from low-income and/or culturally diverse
backgrounds had considerably less literate cultural capital when they arrived at school than
did children from more advantaged backgrounds, similar to what others have reported
(Goldenberg, 2001; Nicholson, 1997, 2003; Phillips & Lonigan, 2005; Snow et al., 1998).
Home literacy environment appears to be the major contributing factor to social and cultural
differences in entry-level pre-reading skills (Hart & Risley, 1995; Korat, Klein, & SegalDrori, 2007; Nash, 1993, 1997; Nicholson, 1999; Snow et al., 1998). Although many children
from low-income backgrounds do not struggle to learn to read, and a significant number from
middle-class backgrounds do, the odds are generally stacked against economically
disadvantaged children because they live in families that are under varying degrees of
financial and social stresses; for example, unemployment, single parent households, large
families, and poor living conditions (Crooks & Caygill, 1999; Nicholson, 1997, 1998). As a
consequence, fewer resources are available for books, study materials, learning aids, and
private study areas, and less adult time is available for engaging children in important
literacy-related activities prior to school entry. Children from low-income backgrounds are
therefore particularly susceptible to early reading difficulties because they often have not had
the preschool exposure to the kinds of language play activities and early literacy experiences
that promote the development of crucial literacy-related skills.
Children who do not possess sufficient levels of essential reading-related skills at the outset
of formal reading instruction (and who are not provided with supplementary instruction to
develop these competencies, especially phonological awareness) will be forced to rely
increasingly on ineffective word identification strategies such as using picture cues, partial
visual cues, and contextual guessing, the continued use of which inevitably leads to literacy
learning difficulties (Pressley, 2006). Because of their ineffective word identification skills,
these children not only receive less practice in reading but soon begin to confront materials
that are too difficult for them, which results in avoidance of reading, inattentive behaviours,
low expectations of success, and withdrawal from literacy learning tasks (i.e., negative
Matthew effects). As a consequence, they are prevented from taking advantage of the
reciprocally facilitating relationships between reading achievement and other aspects of
development, which are referred to as positive Matthew effects. These developmental
spinoffs include vocabulary growth, ability to comprehend more syntactically complex
sentences, development of richer and more elaborate knowledge bases, and greater practice
opportunities for building fluency and facilitating implicit learning of letter-sound patterns,
all of which promote further growth in reading by enabling children to cope with more
difficult materials. Reliance on counterproductive word identification strategies is
exacerbated by the multiple cues/searchlights approach to teaching reading because emphasis
is placed on encouraging beginning readers to use text-based cues (i.e., semantic-contextual
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and syntactic-contextual cues) with insufficient attention being given to the development of
phonemically-based word-level skills and strategies, especially among children who are less
able to discover letter-sound patterns as a by-product of more general reading (Torgesen,
2004).
Findings reported in studies by Tunmer et al. (2003, 2004) and Tunmer et al. (2008) support
the hypothesis that the constructivist, multiple cues approach to teaching reading in New
Zealand fails to respond adequately to differences in literate cultural capital at school entry,
which in turn triggers negative Matthew effects in reading. Tunmer et al. (2003) found that
incorporating into Year 1 literacy education programmes in New Zealand supplementary
materials and procedures designed to help children develop awareness of sound sequences in
spoken words and make greater use of letter-sound patterns in identifying unfamiliar words
produced significantly greater gains in reading achievement than the standard constructivist
approach to teaching reading, especially for children from low-income, culturally-diverse
backgrounds. Tunmer et al. (2004) analysed data from the PIRLS 2001 study (Mullis et al.,
2003) and found that for specified differences in literate cultural capital possessed by children
at school entry (as assessed by the Early Home Literacy Activities Index, the Index of
Parents’ Attitudes Toward Reading, and the Index of Home Educational Resources), New
Zealand’s “one size fits all” constructivist approach to literacy education was consistently
associated with much larger differences in future reading achievement than most other
participating countries. Tunmer et al. (2008) analysed data from the PIRLS 2006 study
(Mullis et al., 2007) and obtained a very similar pattern of results.
The persistence of this pattern is demonstrated in the results from the PIRLS 2011 study
(Mullis et al., 2012), which included questionnaires relating to home environment support for
reading achievement. Measures from the study that are most closely linked to the literate
cultural capital construct described previously include the Early Literacy Activities (ELA)
scale and the Parents Like Reading (PLR) scale, both of which are expanded versions of
scales used in earlier PIRLS studies. The ELA scale was based on parents’ responses
concerning the frequency of literacy-related activities with which they engaged their children
prior to school entry. The activities included reading books, telling stories, singing songs,
playing with alphabet toys, talking about things done, talking about things read, playing word
games, writing letters or words, and reading aloud signs and labels. Children were assigned to
one of three categories on the ELA scale according to parents’ combined responses relating to
the frequency with which they engaged their child in each of the nine activities. The mean
percentage of students in each category across all 45 countries was 37% (often), 60%
(sometimes), and 3% (never or almost never). Among New Zealand students, 55% were in
the often ELA category, which was the third highest percentage of all countries. However,
there was a marked difference of 38 scale points in mean reading achievement between New
Zealand students in the often and sometimes categories, a difference that was larger than all
but four countries (Trinidad/Tobago, Malta, United Arab Emirates, and Oman) and much
larger than the international mean difference of 23 points (there were insufficient numbers of
students in the lowest categories of the ELA and PLR scales to make reliable comparisons).
The second measure of literate capital used in the PIRLS 2011 study was the PLR scale,
which was based on parents’ degree of agreement/disagreement with seven statements
regarding their attitude toward reading (e.g., I read only if I have to, reading is an important
activity in my home, I like to spend my spare time reading, I read only if I need information).
Children were assigned to three categories on the PLR scale (like, somewhat like, do not like)
according to the parent’s combined responses to the seven statements. Internationally, the
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mean percentage of students in each category was 32% for the like PLR category, 57% for
the somewhat like category, and 11% for the do not like category. Among New Zealand
students, 51% were in the like category, which was the 2nd highest percentage of all countries.
However, there was a marked difference of 40 scale points in mean reading achievement
between New Zealand students in the like and somewhat like categories, a difference that was
exceeded by only two other countries (United Arab Emirates and Morocco) and was much
larger than the international mean difference of 28 points.
Overall, the results from the two measures of literate cultural capital were very similar. The
difference in future reading achievement between New Zealand students in the high and
middle categories of each scale was much larger than that of most other countries, very
similar to what was reported in examinations of the PIRLS 2001 and 2006 data (Tunmer et
al., 2004; Tunmer et al., 2008). These highly consistent findings suggest that the
constructivist, multiple cues approach to teaching reading in New Zealand is generally
beneficial to children with large amounts of literate cultural capital at school entry, but much
less so for children with more limited amounts, which would explain the relatively high level
of disparity among New Zealand readers in later grades.
Consistent with these findings are data from the PIRLS 2011 study on the mean reading
achievement scores of students attending schools grouped into three categories: more affluent
(schools where more than 25% of students come from economically affluent homes and not
more than 25% from economically disadvantaged homes), neither more affluent nor more
disadvantaged, and more disadvantaged (schools where more than 25% of students come
from economically disadvantaged homes and not more than 25% from economically affluent
homes). The percentages of New Zealand students in the three categories of schools were
39%, 34%, and 27%, respectively, and the mean reading scores were 560, 533, and 489,
indicating a positive relationship between socioeconomic factors (i.e., decile level of the
school) and reading achievement. A similar pattern of results was observed in every country,
and internationally the mean reading scores were 530, 515, and 490. As noted previously,
children from more economically advantaged backgrounds typically possess more literate
cultural capital at school entry than children from low-income backgrounds. Given this
relationship, we expected to find a relatively large difference in reading achievement between
New Zealand students attending schools with proportionately few economically
disadvantaged student and those attending schools with proportionately many. There was a
difference of 71 scale points in mean reading performance between schools in New Zealand
of high and low socioeconomic composition, a difference that was exceeded by only one
country (Columbia), and was much larger than the international mean difference of 40 points.
This pattern of results was very similar to what was reported in the PIRLS 2001 and 2006
studies, indicating that the relatively large gap in reading achievement between high and low
decile schools in New Zealand has not changed during the past decade.
Specified differences in literate cultural capital at the beginning of school were associated
with larger differences in later reading achievement in New Zealand than in most other
countries despite the fact New Zealand was generally well above the international average in
the availability of school resources for teaching reading, school climate, level of formal
education achieved by reading teachers, and classroom learning environment. Data reported
in the PIRLS 2011 study indicated that instruction in New Zealand was not affected by
reading resource shortages, that teacher working conditions were good, that schools were
well supplied with books and computers, that there was a very high emphasis on academic
success (including teachers’ expectations for student achievement), that schools were
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generally safe and orderly, that teacher career satisfaction was above average, that
collaboration among teachers to improve teaching was strong, and that amount of
instructional time spent on teaching reading was the fourth highest of participating countries.
An issue that was not investigated in the PIRLS 2011 study was the relationship between
reading achievement and the approach to teaching reading adopted by countries. This
probably would have been a difficult undertaking as within country variation in approaches to
literacy instruction is often high. As noted previously, the approach to literacy education in
New Zealand is relatively uniform.
Restrictive policies regarding the first year of literacy teaching
Reading Recovery
Wilkinson et al. (2000) stated that for major changes to occur in New Zealand’s approach to
teaching reading, “New Zealand educators will need to resolve the tension between explicit
instruction and a developmental constructivist bias” (p. 12). However, little or no progress
has occurred in resolving this tension as there continues to be strong resistance to providing
beginning readers with assessment and explicit instruction in skills that are essential for
reading development (e.g., phonological awareness, alphabetic coding skills), especially
during the first year of schooling when instruction in these skills would be most effective
(Lonigan & Phillips, 2012; Wagner, 2008).
The first formal assessment of literacy skills in New Zealand occurs at the end of the child’s
first year of schooling with the use of the Observation Survey developed by Clay (1998).
Clay (2005a) argued that this in-depth assessment (which is part of the information used to
determine eligibility for RR) should not occur until the end of the child’s first year of formal
instruction because “the child should be given sufficient time to adjust to the school situation
and a variety of opportunities to pay attention to literacy activities” (p. 12). However, in her
earlier work Clay (1979) made the important observation that some beginning readers find it
extraordinarily difficult to hear the component sounds of spoken words. For this reason Clay
(1985) incorporated into her RR programme a phonological awareness training procedure
based on the work of the Russian psychologist, Elkonin (1973), who used “sound boxes” to
teach children to isolate individual sounds in familiar printed words.
But the question that can be asked is this: why wait an entire year before helping children
with little or no phonological awareness at school entry? A more effective strategy for
improving the developmental trajectories of these beginning readers would be to intervene at
an earlier point (Lonigan & Phillips, 2012). Wagner (2008) argued against a “wait-to-fail”
approach to reading intervention and recommended that new entrants should receive an initial
evaluation consisting of measures of emergent literacy skills that are known to be important
in early literacy development (e.g., phonological awareness, print awareness). Supplementary
instruction in these skills would then be provided to those children who needed it.
Constrained Skills Theory
Included in the description of the theoretical basis of the recently introduced national literacy
standards described previously is a highlighted quote from Paris (2005) and a discussion of
the distinction between “constrained” and “unconstrained” skills (Ministry of Education,
2009, p.9). Constrained skills include phonological awareness, alphabetic coding skills, and
reading fluency (i.e., automaticity in word recognition). Skilled readers ultimately master
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these skills completely and in a relatively short period of time. In contrast, unconstrained
skills develop more slowly and are never completely mastered, as they continue to develop
over the course of a lifetime. Unconstrained skills include vocabulary and comprehension
skills.
Constrained Skills Theory (CST; Paris, 2005; Paris & Luo, 2010) argues that the
distributional properties of constrained skills render traditional parametric statistical analyses
inappropriate, in which case much of the research on the role of these skills in early reading
development “may need to be reinterpreted” (Paris, 2005, p. 187). According to CST, the fact
that all readers ultimately master constrained skills indicates that these skills have only
limited importance and are not causally related to the development of reading ability. They
should therefore not be the focus of early literacy instruction.
Although not explicitly stated, the MoE appears to be using the distinction between
constrained and unconstrained skills to avoid including in the national literacy standards an
assessment of the core skills that underlie the development of literacy (Greaney & Tunmer,
2010). Instead, the literacy standards document focuses largely on describing sets of
comprehension-enhancing strategies that students should be able to demonstrate at each year
level. Teachers are not required or encouraged to undertake systematic assessments of
constrained skills at any point during the primary school years. The Observation Survey
(Clay, 1998) administered to children after they have completed a year of formal schooling
does not include measures of phonological awareness, alphabetic coding skills, or reading
fluency. The procedure used to assign text level in the Observation Survey is based on word
recognition accuracy only.
Paris and Luo (2010) correctly argued that focusing attention on teaching constrained skills
during the early stages of literacy acquisition should not come at the expense of emphases on
the development of vocabulary and comprehension skills. Research indicates that vocabulary
knowledge at the beginning of school not only appears to have an immediate impact on the
development of word recognition skills but also has a strong direct relation to future reading
comprehension performance (Sénéchal, Ouellette, & Rodney, 2006; Tunmer & Chapman,
2012a,b). Children with limited understanding of the words of spoken language will
encounter difficulty constructing meaning from text. During the early stages of learning to
read, oral language factors such as vocabulary knowledge do not “show up” as major
influences on reading comprehension because the inability to recognize the words of text
limits the ability to understand text. However, this does not suggest that instruction in
unconstrained skills should be delayed until children have acquired fast, accurate word
recognition skills (Tunmer & Chapman, 2012b).
The broader claims of CST, however, have been challenged (Lonigan & Phillips, 2012;
Schatschneider & Lonigan, 2010). Schatschneider and Lonigan argued that CST should be
rejected on conceptual, statistical, and empirical grounds as it is “based on a flawed
understanding of statistics, an idiosyncratic notion of causation, and assertions that are not
borne out by the evidence” (p.347). Regarding causation, a large body of scientific research
indicates that comprehending text in an alphabetic orthography depends on the ability to
recognize the words of text accurately and quickly; that the development of automaticity in
word recognition in turn depends on the ability to make use of letter-sound relationships in
identifying unfamiliar words; and that the ability to discover mappings between spelling
patterns and sound patterns in turn depends on the ability to detect phonemic sequences in
spoken words (Pressley, 2006). Paris and Luo (2010) agree that phonological awareness,
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alphabetic coding skills, and automaticity in word recognition “are enabling and necessary
skills” (p.317). But as Schatschneider and Lonigan pointed out, this conceptualization of
constrained skills satisfies the basic definition of cause as “that which brings something else
into being” (p.350).
An important issue overlooked by CST is that ongoing weaknesses in essential constrained
skills during the early stages of literacy acquisition can be developmentally limiting
(Stanovich, 1986). Students with poorly developed constrained skills during the early stages
of learning to read may eventually overcome their weaknesses and gradually develop along
normal lines as they grow older. However, as suggested by the development of negative
Matthew effects described previously, a more likely possibility is that children who do not
possess sufficient levels of constrained skills (and who are not provided with explicit
instruction to develop these competencies) will not await the development of these skills but
instead will rely increasingly on ineffective compensatory strategies to identify unfamiliar
words in text (such as using picture cues, partial visual cues, and contextual guessing). The
continued use of these strategies inevitably leads to (causes) literacy learning difficulties,
avoidance of reading, inattentive behaviours, low expectations of success, and withdrawal
from literacy learning tasks. These students may rely on ineffective strategies to such an
extent and for such a long period of time (years in some cases, especially when the use of
these strategies is strongly encouraged in classroom instruction) that the strategies become
entrenched and very difficult to “unlearn”, even though the students may have acquired the
necessary constrained skills for developing more effective word identification strategies (e.g.,
letter knowledge, phonological awareness).
Regarding the MoE’s policy decisions based on CST, perhaps the most important point the
MoE needs to consider is what Paris (2005) actually said about constrained skills. He stated
that beginning readers “need to be instructed on those skills early and persistently by teachers
and parents. Constrained skills must be mastered” (p.199, emphasis added). Paris further
claimed that “constrained skills need to be mastered because they are necessary but not
sufficient for other reading skills. They enable automatic decoding, deployment of attention,
and application of comprehension strategies so they set the stage for reading development”
(p. 200, emphasis added).
These comments strongly suggest that the MoE needs to place much greater emphasis on the
assessment and teaching of constrained skills (i.e., phonological awareness, alphabetic coding
skills, automaticity in word recognition) during the first year of formal schooling. However,
policy seems to be moving in the opposite direction. The MoE recently announced a request
for proposal (RFP) on Continuity of early learning: Learning progress and outcomes in the
early years, with particular attention focused on the transition from early childhood education
to school (Ministry of Education, 2013). For children aged 0-8 years, the RFP categorically
states that “quantitative assessment is not a reliable method of collecting data for this age
group” (p.4). This statement conflicts with a huge scientific literature on human development
in general, and literacy development in particular.
Culturally responsive instruction
Another source of the strong resistance to early skills-based teaching is the assumption that
this approach to reducing the large inequities in achievement outcomes in literacy education
is based on “deficit theory” that “pathologizes” children from low-income, culturally diverse
backgrounds and is antithetical to culturally responsive instruction (Berryman & Bishop,
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2011; Fayden, 2005; Harris, 2009; McNaughton, 2004). Harris stated that words such as gap,
underachievement, disparity, and at-risk “signal perceived deficiencies” (p.12). Berryman
and Bishop argued that, “If we see students as having deficiencies, then our practices will
address deficiencies” (pp. 250-251). In a critique of MoE policy and practice, Cullen (2007)
pointed out a major anomaly in the general acceptance of this view by the MoE: “The
Reading Recovery programme is essentially a withdrawal approach to remedy reading delays
and deficits, yet at the same time classroom teachers are being progressively inducted into a
co-constructivist perspective that emphasizes a credit perspective on family and community
literacy meanings and practices” (p. 120). Clark (2006) suggested that the deficit
connotations associated with skills-based teaching reflect the growing influence of cultural
relativism in New Zealand education.
The views expressed by Berryman and Bishop (2011), Harris (2009), and others appear to
question the widely held view that learning to read is a developmental process that takes
place over time, involves qualitatively different (but perhaps overlapping) phases, and may
break down at different points due to the failure to acquire the core skills that underlie the
development of literacy (Ehri, 2005; Pressley, 2006; Snow & Juel, 2005; Tunmer &
Nicholson, 2011). The literacy learning needs of children necessarily vary because they differ
in the amount of reading-related knowledge, skills, and experiences (i.e., literate cultural
capital) they bring to the classroom, in the explicitness and intensity of instruction they
require to learn skills and strategies for identifying words and comprehending text, and in
their location along the developmental progression from pre-reader to skilled reader.
Prochnow, Tunmer, and Chapman (2012) recommended replacing each occurrence of the
word deficiencies with the phrase specific learning needs in the quote from Berryman and
Bishop (2011) in the preceding paragraph so that it reads: “If we see students as having
specific learning needs, then our practices will address specific learning needs” (p. 215).
Regarding culturally responsive instruction, there seems to be little disagreement that
teachers should adjust their teaching to accommodate student differences in cultural/family
background, prior knowledge and experience, academic ability, personality, motivation, and
preferred ways of doing things. Examples of culturally responsive instruction include making
learning experiences more personally meaningful to students of diverse backgrounds by
engaging them in activities that are related to their interests and experiences outside of
school; using instructional materials that present minority cultures in an authentic manner,
including presenting culturally relevant content in culturally familiar social contexts; taking
into consideration culturally based learning styles; and improving community involvement in
literacy learning by promoting stronger connections among schools, parents, and the
community. Equally important, teachers should hold high expectations for students from
culturally diverse backgrounds. Au (2000) argued that “there should not be a different set of
standards for students of diverse backgrounds, but there should be recognition that these
students may require more powerful instruction and additional time to meet the standards” (p.
844).
Reducing the gap in literacy achievement requires that teachers address the specific needs of
children struggling to learn to read in an alphabetic orthography regardless of the cultural
group or social class to which they belong. There is no evidence to suggest that explicit
instruction in essential reading-related skills (i.e., constrained skills) cannot be done in a
culturally sensitive and responsive manner. Teachers should certainly adjust their teaching to
support students’ identities, while at the same time holding the same expectations and
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standards of achievement for students of diverse backgrounds as for those from the dominant
culture.
Support for this view comes from one of the strongest proponents of culturally responsive
instruction, Katherine Au (1998, 2000), who drew attention to the disadvantages of using the
constructivist approach to teaching reading with students of diverse backgrounds. Au (1998)
argued that a constructivist orientation “fails to acknowledge that a given set of learning
opportunities may benefit mainstream students while working to the detriment of students of
diverse backgrounds within the same classroom” (p. 307). She further stated that,
Because the emphasis in constructivist approaches tends to be on process rather
than product, educators with a mainstream constructivist orientation may see it
as their role to act as facilitators of students’ learning, responding to students’
work but not transmitting knowledge … Educators with this orientation may be
reluctant to provide students with instruction on specific skills. (p. 313)
Prochnow and Macfarlane (2011) expressed a similar view, stating that, “Culturally
responsive teachers will recognize that learners with diverse learning needs begin school with
limited experiences and limited knowledge of the fundamental building blocks that facilitate
further learning, and these teachers will respond with instruction that targets the skill gaps
and allows the learners to progress with their peers” (p. 162).
Summary
In summary, we have argued in this section that New Zealand’s relatively large literacy
achievement gap can be explained in terms of literate cultural capital and a constructivist
orientation toward literacy education. The research we have discussed indicates that children
enter school with large individual differences in the skills and competencies (i.e., literate
cultural capital) important in learning to read; that children from low-income and/or
culturally diverse backgrounds on average begin school with considerably lower levels of
literate cultural capital than middle-class children; that children who possess higher levels of
literate cultural capital at the beginning of school generally profit more from literacy
instruction, learn to read sooner, and read better than those who do not; and that according to
data from the PIRLS 2001, 2006, and 2011 studies, specified differences in literate cultural
capital at the beginning of school are associated with larger differences in future reading
achievement in New Zealand than in most other countries. Given these findings, the
challenge for policy makers in the MoE is to develop an approach to literacy education in
which the new entrant with limited literate cultural capital has approximately the same
probability of success in learning to read and write as the new entrant with an abundance of
literate cultural capital; that is, an approach that does not contribute to cultural reproduction
in New Zealand society. Such an approach is described in the next section of the paper.
WHAT CAN BE DONE TO OVERCOME THE FAILURE OF NEW ZEALAND’S
NATIONAL LITERACY STRATEGY?
Our recommended strategy for reducing the large inequities in achievement outcomes in New
Zealand literacy education is to make fundamental changes to regular classroom literacy
instruction and to replace RR with an alternative intervention programme that is specifically
designed to target those struggling readers who need help the most.
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Classroom literacy instruction
In view of the unacceptably large gap in literacy achievement in New Zealand, the critical
question that needs to be addressed is how classroom literacy instruction can be changed to
reduce the influence of differences in literate cultural capital at school entry on future reading
achievement. We claim that the most effective strategy for reducing the literacy achievement
gap is to use differentiated instruction from the outset of formal schooling that takes into
account child-by-instruction interactions (Arrow & Tunmer, 2012; Tunmer & Nicholson,
2011).
According to contemporary learning theory, any act of learning is the joint product of the
learner and the environment. In developing a conceptual framework for theories of learning
to read, Byrne (2005) argued that different acts of learning can be located at different points
along a continuum representing the division of labor between the learner and the
environment. These ideas are represented graphically in Figure 1. The right end of the
division of labor continuum represents acts of learning requiring only meager and
fragmentary environmental input for learning to occur (such as learning spoken language),
whereas the left end represents learning that requires rich and highly structured input from the
environment (such as learning geometry).

Figure 1. Theoretical continuum representing the division of labor between the learner and
the environment.
As noted previously, children must rely increasingly on implicit learning to acquire the
alphabetic coding skills necessary for learning to read. In terms of Byrne’s (2005) division of
labor continuum, the processes of learning to recognize words are initially environment
dependent but necessarily become increasingly learner dependent. Research indicates,
however, that the amount of explicit instruction in phonemic awareness and letter-sound
relationships needed to initiate the process of inducing sublexical relations appears to vary
considerably across children (Snow & Juel, 2005). For some beginning readers, the processes
of acquiring literacy skills are highly learner dependent. They seem to grasp the idea of what
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is required to discover orthographic patterns after having had only a small amount of
phonologically-based skills and strategies explicitly taught to them. In contrast, for other
children the learning processes are more environment dependent, with the children requiring
a fairly structured and teacher-supported introduction to reading.
A key question is what causes these individual differences in literacy learning processes?
Research suggests that the location of children on Byrne’s (2005) division of labor continuum
at school entry depends largely on the amount of literate cultural capital they possess, with
learner-dependent children (typically from more advantaged backgrounds) having higher
levels of essential reading-related knowledge, skills, and experiences, and environmentdependent children (typically from low-income backgrounds) having more limited amounts
(see Figure 2). In a study examining the effects of different instructional emphases on
children possessing varying amounts of literacy-related skills at the beginning of school, Juel
and Minden-Cupp (2000) found that children with limited school-entry literacy skills
benefitted more from explicit, code-emphasis approaches to beginning reading instruction
than from whole language, “book experience” approaches, whereas the opposite pattern
occurred with children who had higher levels of literate cultural capital at the beginning of
school. Perhaps most importantly, Juel and Minden-Cupp reported that “the classroom… that
had the very highest success both overall and with the low group had considerably different
instruction across the groups” (p. 482).

Figure 2. Learner-dependent children have higher levels of literate cultural capital at school
entry, whereas environment-dependent children have more limited amounts.
The findings reported by Juel and Minden-Cupp (2000) suggest that a predominantly
constructivist, book experience approach to reading instruction with a major emphasis on
reading books, writing text, and some incidental teaching of word analysis skills during
reading and writing activities is likely to be more suitable for learner-dependent children than
heavy code-emphasis approaches. However, environment-dependent children will almost
certainly benefit more from beginning reading instruction that includes explicit, systematic
teaching of phonological awareness and alphabetic coding skills outside the context of
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reading text in combination with plenty of opportunities to practice and receive feedback on
using these skills during text reading. Providing environment-dependent beginning readers
with explicit instruction in word analysis skills outside the context of reading text helps to
ensure that these children see the importance of focusing on word-level cues as the most
useful source of information in identifying words, as well as helping them to overcome any
tendency they may have to rely mostly on sentence context cues to identify unfamiliar words
in text rather than using context to supplement word-level information. Explicit instruction in
word identification strategies does not require the implementation of a curriculum that is
rigid, fixed, and lock-step, with the same lesson given to every child. As Lonigan and Phillips
(2012) pointed out, “Virtually all of the evidence supporting explicit instruction has involved
small-group, brief, hands-on activities that fit well with models of differentiated, scaffolded
instruction…with warm, sensitive interactions, and with the appropriateness of varying group
sizes and modalities” (p. 154).
Supporting an interaction between student characteristics (i.e., high vs. low literate cultural
capital) and method of teaching reading (i.e., constructivist vs. explicit approaches) are the
results of studies by Connor and colleagues (Connor, Morrison, & Katch, 2004; Connor et al.,
2009). Connor et al. (2004) studied beginning readers who varied in the amount of literacyrelated skills they possessed at school entry, which included letter identification, letter-sound
correspondence, and oral vocabulary. In addition to print-related skills, vocabulary is
important during the early stages of learning to read because children with poorly developed
vocabulary knowledge will have trouble identifying and assigning appropriate meanings to
unknown printed words, especially partially decoded or irregularly spelled words, if the
corresponding spoken words are not in their listening vocabulary. This in turn will limit the
development of their alphabetic coding skills, as additional spelling-sound relationships can
be induced from words that have been correctly identified (Tunmer & Chapman, 2012a,b).
Conner et al. (2004) found that children who began first grade with below-average readingrelated skills made larger reading gains in classrooms that provided greater amounts of
teacher-managed, code-focused instruction throughout the year than in classrooms that
provided greater amounts of child-managed, meaning-focused instruction. In contrast, for
children with high levels of reading-related skills at school entry, greater growth in reading
was achieved in classrooms that provided lesser amounts of teacher-managed, code-focused
instruction and greater amounts of child-managed, meaning-focused instruction. Of particular
importance was the finding that when student characteristics were appropriately matched
with instructional approach, the improvement in end of year reading scores resulting from
good fitting instructional patterns varied greatly between children with high and low levels of
literate cultural capital at the beginning of first grade. For high literate cultural capital
children, better fitting instructional patterns (i.e., child-managed, meaning-focused
instruction) resulted in about half a grade equivalent gain in end of year reading scores over
less effective instructional patterns. However, for low literate cultural capital children, better
fitting instructional patterns (i.e., teacher-managed, code-focused instruction) resulted in a
difference of more than two full grade equivalents in end of year reading scores compared
with poorly fitting instructional patterns. These findings have particular significance for
literacy education in New Zealand, as the relatively high level of disparity in reading
achievement outcomes among New Zealand readers can be explained in terms of a largely
unidimensional, constructivist approach to literacy teaching that produces poorly fitting
instructional patterns for students with limited amounts of literate cultural capital at the
beginning of school.
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The results of the Connor et al. (2004) study indicate that instructional strategies that may be
effective with some students may be less effective when applied to other students with
different skills. In support of this claim, Conner et al. (2009) reported that children in firstgrade classrooms that individualized reading instruction by taking into account child-byinstruction interactions made greater gains in reading achievement than children in control
classrooms. The research reported by Connor and colleagues has important implications for
the teaching of reading and preservice teacher training. To ensure that beginning reading
instruction is optimally effective, greater emphasis needs to be placed on differentiated
instruction, where teachers use research-based assessment procedures and instructional
strategies to cater to the differing skill needs of beginning readers from the outset of
schooling, with particular attention focused on ensuring the development of phonemicallybased word-level skills and strategies by all children during the early stages of reading
acquisition.
The ability to determine what instructional approach works best for which students requires
high levels of teacher knowledge and professionalism. However, many practicing teachers
exhibit weaknesses in concepts pertaining to the structure of language and nature of English
orthography (Brady, 2011; Cunningham, Perry, Stanovich, & Stanovich, 2004; Moats &
Foorman, 2003; Piasta, Connor McDonald, Fishman, & Morrison, 2009), including teachers,
remedial specialists, and teacher trainees in New Zealand (Carroll, Gillon, & McNeill, 2012).
Research also suggests that the instructors responsible for the training of preservice and inservice teachers are generally not well informed about the body of knowledge required to
teach systematically phonological awareness and alphabetic coding skills (Binks-Cantrell,
Washburn, Joshi, & Hougen, 2012; Joshi et al., 2009). Focusing greater attention on
enhancing the quality of teacher preparation and professional development is likely to be an
important aspect of increasing the effectiveness of reading instruction in New Zealand.
Reading Recovery
From our previous examination of data from the latest RR annual monitoring reports, we
concluded that RR has had little or no impact on reducing New Zealand’s relatively large
literacy achievement gap. There are serious shortcomings and much needed improvements in
several aspects of RR, including the theoretical underpinnings of the program, the assessment
battery used in the program, the specific procedures and instructional strategies emphasized
in the program, the manner of programme delivery (one-to-one instruction versus instruction
in pairs), and congruence between classroom curriculum and the RR program. Fundamental
changes in all of these areas would very likely improve the effectiveness of the program, both
in terms of outcomes and cost (Church, 2005; Reynolds & Wheldall, 2007; Tunmer &
Chapman, 2003, 2004).
The most serious shortcoming of RR, however, concerns the differential effectiveness of the
program. As noted previously, the programme is beneficial for some struggling readers but
not others, especially those struggling readers who need help the most. For these children,
more intensive and systematic instruction in phonemic awareness and phonemically-based
decoding skills is likely to be required than what is normally provided in RR lessons (Iversen,
Tunmer, & Chapman, 2005; Tunmer & Greaney, 2008, 2010). Given these considerations,
the Literacy Experts Group (Ministry of Education, 1999a) that advised the Literacy
Taskforce (Ministry of Education, 1999b) described previously included in its report the
following unanimously agreed upon recommendation: “We recommend that Reading
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Recovery places greater emphasis on explicit instruction in phonological awareness and the
use of spelling-to-sound patterns in identifying unfamiliar words in text” (p. 6).
Although the Literacy Taskforce did not adopt this recommendation, it did recommend a
review of the RR programme (p. 23). However, as indicated in an article by Rivers (2001,
February 16), who interviewed the developer of RR, making significant changes to RR based
on the review would be difficult:
If any changes were made to Reading Recovery, they could be made to its
administration only, or they would risk being in breach of the program’s
trademark. Its developer, Marie Clay, said she held a trademark on the name
Reading Recovery to protect the program’s integrity. (p. 1)
The RR programme is currently overseen by the Marie Clay Literacy Trust
(http://irrto.us/index.php/marie-clay-literacy-trust), which is responsible for the copyright of
all RR materials and the RR trademark. No changes in the materials or procedures of RR can
therefore be made without the approval of the trustees. This makes it virtually impossible for
school systems or countries to make changes to the RR programme based on recent research
or to conduct independent studies investigating ways of modifying the programme to improve
outcomes and/or cost effectiveness.
In a study of the effectiveness of RR, McDowall et al. (2005) found that RR was less
beneficial to Māori and Pasifika students than to other students. Problems associated with the
benefits of RR for Māori and Pasifika were generally attributed to implementation,
resourcing, family/cultural factors, and inappropriate textual materials but not to the
programme itself. McDowall et al. overlooked the fundamental problem with RR, which is
that it is based on the multiple cues theory of reading, a model of reading that was rejected by
the scientific community over three decades ago (e.g., Stanovich, 1980). Church (2005) made
a similar point, stating that RR “was designed in the 1970s prior to most of the modern
research into how children learn to read. Not surprisingly, therefore, it lacks a number of
elements which have been found by research to be essential in teaching low achieving
children how to read” (p. 13). As part of the effort to overcome the failure of New Zealand’s
national literacy strategy, RR needs to be replaced with an intervention programme that is
based on contemporary theory and research on reading intervention and targets children who
are most at risk of failing to learn to read.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on an analysis of data from the PIRLS 2001 study, Tunmer et al. (2004) predicted that
unless fundamental changes were made to New Zealand’s literacy strategy, the results of the
next PIRLS study would show “no substantial reduction” in the unacceptably large reading
achievement gap between good and poor readers (p. 141). Unfortunately, this prediction has
turned out to be true not only for the PIRLS 2006 results, but for the PIRLS 2011 results as
well. The aim of the current study was to provide an in depth analysis of the factors that have
contributed to these unsatisfactory outcomes. Our central claim is that little or no progress
has been made in reducing the literacy achievement gap because the constructivist/multiple
cues model of reading adopted by the MoE as the theoretical basis for its approach to literacy
teaching and intervention is fundamentally flawed. Consistent with this claim is a report from
the Education Review Office (2009) indicating that, relative to its size, New Zealand spends a
considerable amount on professional development for teachers ($200 million per year, over
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half of which is allocated to professional development providers). The results of the PIRLS
studies suggest that these expensive professional development initiatives have had no lasting
impact on reading achievement, most likely because the initiatives were not based on
fundamental changes to the general approach to teaching literacy adopted by the MoE.
We began the paper by providing a brief summary of the key reports, reviews, and
government policy initiatives that have occurred in New Zealand over the past 15 years to
underscore the levels of concern expressed by educators and policy makers regarding the
persistently large inequities in literacy achievement outcomes. The remainder of the paper
was then divided into three sections. In the first section we presented evidence in support of
our claim that the MoE’s literacy strategy has failed, drawing on data from the PIRLS 2011
study (Mullis et al., 2012) and the latest annual monitoring report of RR data in New Zealand
(Lee, 2011). Our examination of the PIRLS 2011 results revealed that virtually no changes in
educational outcomes have occurred. The mean reading achievement score for New Zealand
in the PIRLS 2011 study was not significantly different from the PIRLS 2001 or 2006
studies, and the standard deviation for New Zealand’s reading scores was almost unchanged
from the PIRLS 2001 and 2006 studies and exceeded the values of most other countries,
including those of the six English-speaking comparison countries. The large differences in
reading achievement scores between Pākehā/European and Māori/Pasifika students have also
not changed over the past decade. Our analyses of RR data from annual monitoring reports
and other sources indicated that RR has had little or no impact on reducing New Zealand’s
relatively large literacy achievement gap because the programme is of limited benefit to those
students who need help the most, especially Māori/Pasifika students and students from lowincome backgrounds. We also discussed research indicating that positive maintenance effects
for the majority of students successfully discontinued from RR are modest or non-existent.
In the second section we presented arguments and evidence in support of what we claim are
the major factors responsible for the persistence of New Zealand’s comparatively wide gap in
literacy achievement, and for why the gap has not diminished over the past 15 years despite
major efforts by the MoE to address the problem. Three interrelated factors were identified as
contributing to the failure of New Zealand’s literacy strategy: a rigidly constructivist
orientation toward literacy education, the failure to respond adequately to differences in
literate cultural capital at school entry, and restrictive policies regarding the first year of
literacy teaching.
In the third section we reviewed research in support of what we maintain is the most effective
strategy for reducing the literacy achievement gap: the use of differentiated instruction from
the outset of formal schooling that takes into account interactions between school entry
reading-related skills (high vs. low literate cultural capital) and method of teaching reading
(constructivist vs. explicit approaches). We also argued that RR needs to be replaced with an
intervention programme that is based on contemporary theory and research on reading
intervention and targets those struggling readers who need help the most.
The arguments and evidence that we have presented in this paper should not be taken as
suggesting that New Zealand teachers are responsible for the failure of the national literacy
strategy. As noted previously, data from the PIRLS 2011 study indicated that they are well
above the international average in level of formal education and availability of school
resources for teaching reading. Rather, the failure is largely the result of the misguided policy
decisions of the MoE. In an examination of the interplay between policy, research, and
practice in New Zealand literacy education, Cullen (2007) noted that “the teaching of reading
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has been characterized by direct links between key researchers, policy, and practices since the
adoption of Clay’s Reading Recovery programme in the 1980s, based on a whole language,
constructivist view of reading” (p. 119). She further stated that the “selective use of key
researchers to guide curriculum developments has resulted in idiosyncratic and restricted use
of national and international research on literacy, in New Zealand’s literacy policies and
practices” (p. 124). We agree with Cullen and conclude from our investigation of the factors
contributing to the failure of the national literacy strategy that the MoE needs to abandon its
functionally discriminatory approach to literacy education, an approach that turns differences
in literacy-related knowledge, skills, and experiences at school entry into disadvantages.
At the beginning of our paper we mentioned the inflated claims of others regarding the
relative merits of New Zealand’s approach to literacy education. In closing, we wish to
respond further to these claims by drawing attention to the following quote attributed to John
F. Kennedy: “The great enemy of the truth is very often not the lie – deliberate, contrived,
and dishonest, but the myth – persistent, pervasive, and unrealistic.”
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